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What’s new in this Beta (build 9181):

In this Beta

●

Delphi LSP support: code completion only

●

LLDB for C++ Win64: Dwarf v4, formatters for some types

●

IDE Welcome page has had Events removed

●

IDE Event Log now has coloured text

●

IDE title bar now uses the new VCL title bar control by default

●

Bit Counting Standard Functions

●

New TEdgeBrowser Component and Changes to the TWebBrowser
Component

In previous Beta
(Builds 8912)

In Previous Beta
(Build 8743)

●

Installation of AdoptOpenJDK and Android SDK

●

Apple API improvements

●

Windows API changes

●

Managed Records in Delphi

●

LLDB debugger for C++ Win64

●

Native title bar for the IDE

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Unified Memory Management
C++ Impact
Removing NextGen Restrictions for Mobile Platforms
Visual Component Library
Visual Live Bindings
FireMonkey New Features and Enhancements
IDE Changes

●

GetIt Package Manager Changes

●

C++ Compilers New Features and Enhancements

●

Quality Enhancements
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Beta Installation
While this 10.4 Beta version can technically coexist with any 10.3 or previous version
installation on the same machine, we recommend installing Denali Beta on a
separate VM.

Installation Platforms Changes
Starting with Denali you can run the RAD Studio IDE only on 64-bit versions of
Windows 10. This means we don’t officially support running the RAD Studio IDE on
any version of Windows 7 (an officially unsupported operating system) and on 32-bit
versions of the Windows 10 OS. These remain valid target platforms for applications
built with RAD Studio.
Tip: You can also install RAD Studio on a virtual machine running one of the
supported versions of Windows in a non-Windows environment (e.g., macOS). To
develop FireMonkey projects, your virtualization software must provide direct access
to the host GPU.

Your Windows system must be configured as follows:
● The length of your PATH environment variable must be 1830 characters or
less.
● The installation of RAD Studio adds up to 218 characters to your PATH
environment variable. If the length of your PATH environment variable goes
beyond 2048 characters, your system will misbehave.

Target Platforms Changes
RAD Studio Denali Beta removes support for the following target platforms:
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● iOS 10
● 32-bit versions of iOS
● macOS 10.12
● Android 5.x
RAD Studio Denali Beta supports the following target platforms:

OS

Supported Versions

Windows

10.15 Catalina, 10.14 Mojave,
and 10.13 High Sierra

macOS

iOS

Android

Linux

1

Windows 10, Windows 8.1,
Windows 7 (SP1+), Windows
Server 2016, and Windows
Server 2012 R2

iOS13, iOS 12, iOS 11

1

Target Platform

Supported
Languages

Supported UI
Frameworks

Delphi

C++

FireMonkey

VCL

Windows 32-bit

✔

✔

✔

✔

Windows 64-bit

✔

✔

✔

✔

macOS 32-bit

✔

✔

✔

macOS 64-bit

✔

iOS Device 64-bit

✔

iOS Simulator
32-bit (iOS 10)

✔

Android 32-bit

✔

Android 64-bit

✔

✔

Linux 64-bit

✔

✔2

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

10, 9, 8, 7, and 6

Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, Ubuntu
16.04 LTS and RedHat
Enterprise Linux (version 7)

RAD Studio only supports real devices (no Android emulator support) with ARM CPUs and NEON support.

2

Via FMX Linux, now available from Embarcadero as part of RAD Studio via GeIt. It is currently not available for
Denali Beta.
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How to log Beta bugs
To log bugs found in the Beta, login to Embarcadero’s Quality Portal using your
Embarcadero Developer Network (EDN) credentials.
Attention: Use your username to log in to EDN. Email address is not supported.
If you are having trouble logging in, please contact rad.beta@embarcadero.com.

Click Create issue on the top bar and select RAD Studio Beta from the Project
dropdown list.

Note: If RAD Studio Beta is not in the Project dropdown list, please send an email
to rad.beta@embarcadero.com.
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Before logging a bug, please verify that the bug does not already exist in the system.
Duplicate bug reports waste time for both the person logging the bug, who has to
provide many details, and the evaluator, who has to reproduce each one of the bugs
to determine if it is similar to other bugs or not.
This would help the team focus on solving as many of your issues as possible, instead
of spending time on identifying and filtering duplicate bugs.
For any additional information on how to log bugs on Quality Portal, please review
the RAD Studio Quality Portal user guide.

Exception stack trace reporting in the IDE
The IDE exception dialog no longer attempts to automatically send crash reports to
our bug reporting system. Instead, it allows you to save the crash diagnostic to a file
and provides links to our reporting system.
When an exception occurs, you will see the following exception dialog:

Click Save to collect information on the error and save it to a file. You will see a
progress bar showing the information collection status. Then, the Save Report dialog
opens and allows you to review and edit the information that was gathered, and save
it to a file.
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Click Save Report to save the crash report. Follow the steps in “How to log Beta
bugs”, describing the steps that led to the error, and then attach the crash report file
that you previously saved.

Third party Beta components
Third party components from RAD Studio 10.3 Rio are generally NOT compatible with
Denali Beta. You can visit the following entry on Quality Portal to share code with
other beta testers (only users who signed Denali NDA have access to RSB) or to look
for updated versions of components and libraries you are interested in:
https://quality.embarcadero.com/browse/RSB-3494

Access To Additional Demos
We plan sharing some additional demos (not to be added in the official product
demos repository) highlighting very specific Denali features. These demos will be
found in:
https://quality.embarcadero.com/browse/RSB-3495
This entry is going to be updated over time, so visit it regularly for new demos.
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Known Issues
-

Delphi LSP supports only code completion: other Code Insight features are
not regarded as beta-ready

-

Delphi LSP code completion does not always match the best possible
identifier.

-

There is an important limitation affecting the Delphi LSP-based Code
Completion feature. The only platforms where it is working are Windows 32bit, Windows 64-bit and macOS 32-bit.

-

The Win64 C++ LLDB debugger does not support all functionality, such as the
Modules or CPU views

-

Debugging Delphi or C++ Android 32-bit applications with the latest Android
NDK doesn’t work. We’ll provide a solution as soon as possible.

-

The TWebBrowser component on the macOS platform does not compile due
to a missing file, FMX.WebBrowser.Delegate.Cocoa.pas, we are making available
as a separate download,
http://altd.embarcadero.com/releases/studio/Beta/Denali/FMX.WebBrowser.
Delegate.Cocoa.pas

-

GetIt Package Manager still features mostly 10.3.3 content and most
packages won’t work properly in 10.4 beta.
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New Features
All new features provided in the Denali Beta are not committed until completed and
GA released. This is just the list of features available in the first beta and it is not
representative of the final product spec, as we have many other features currently in
the works to be delivered in following beta builds.

1. Delphi Language Changes
Unified Memory Management
Delphi compilers for mobile platforms (iOS 32, iOS 64, Android 32, Android 64 and by
extension the 32-bit iOS Simulator) in Denali now offer classic Delphi memory
management. This means these compilers don’t have the support for ARC (Automatic
Reference Counting) memory management any more. While this feature was very
nice, it has always been incompatible with the desktop compilers (which use a more
traditional memory management approach) and it has caused inconsistencies with
libraries based upon the ownership memory model or TComponent and derived
classes.
The reason for this change and the big advantage it offers is that Delphi memory
management is now unified across all versions, offering better compatibility with
existing code and simpler coding for components, libraries and end user
applications. The traditional memory model also offers performance advantages
compared to ARC. The drawback is that developers will have to revise their existing
code for memory leaks on the mobile platforms. We plan on offering extensive
documentation and tooling for better memory leak analysis.
In essence this means that Delphi desktop code is now more compatible with the
mobile platforms. Every object created must be freed either manually (for example
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with a try-finally block, for a local object), via ownership, or by leveraging the ARC
support of interfaces.

Removing NextGen Restrictions from Mobile Platforms
The Delphi mobile compilers disable the NextGen flag and the related language
restrictions. This means you can now use types like Char and AnsiString on mobile
platforms. Beware, though, that some of the Windows concepts like ANSI and code
pages don’t really exist on mobile, and need to avoid any assumption that the same
numeric char value maps the same across platforms. This is true, of course, for
Unicode strings (the default string type in Delphi, based on UTF-16) but not for onebyte strings.
Along with these changes we have modified the default for characters strings
elements access via [ ] aligning all platforms with the {$ZEROBASEDSTRINGS OFF}.
Notice that despite the fact we are disabling zero-byte string access mode this is only
for [ ], the TStringHelper methods assume -- as they always did -- zero-based string
position counting and will keep using the same model going forward. These are the
methods you can apply directly to a string variable.

Custom Managed Records

Warning: The implementation of custom managed records has changed in build
9181 compared to the previous beta build. In particular, the definition of copy
constructor doesn’t make a record “managed” any more. Copy constructors can still
be defined for both regular and managed records and they’ll be used if applicable.

Records in Delphi can have fields of any data type. When a record has plain (nonmanaged) fields, like numeric or other enumerated values there isn’t much to do
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for the compiler. Creating and disposing the record consists of allocating memory
or getting rid of the memory location.
If a record has a field of a type managed by the compiler (like a string or an
interface), the compiler needs to inject extra code to manage the initialization or
finalization. A string, for example, is reference counted so when the record goes out
of scope the string inside the record needs to have its reference count decreased,
which might lead to de-allocating the memory for the string. Therefore, when you
are using such a managed record in a section of the code, the compiler
automatically adds a try-finally block around that code, and makes sure the data is
cleared even in case of an exception. This has been the case for a long time. In
other words, managed records have been part of the Delphi language.
Record with Parameterless Constructor and Destructor
Now in 10.4 the Delphi record type supports custom initialization and finalization,
beyond the default operations the compiler does for managed records. You can
declare a record with custom initialization and finalization code regardless of the
data type of its fields, and you can write such custom initialization and finalization
code. This is achieved by adding a parameterless constructor to the record type
and a destructor (you can have one without the other if you want).
Below is a simple code snippet:

type
TMyRecord = record
Value: Integer;
constructor Create;
destructor Destroy;
end;

You need to write the code for the two methods, of course, for example logging
their execution or initializing the record value:
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constructor TMyRecord.Create;
begin
Value := 10;
Log('created');
end;
destructor TMyRecord.Destroy;
begin
Log('destroyed');
end;

The huge difference between this new constructor and what was previously
available for records is the automatic invocation. If you write something like the
code below, you can invoke both the default constructor and the destructor, and
end up with a try-finally block generated by the compiler for your managed record
instance.

procedure LocalVarTest;
var
my1: TMyRecord;
begin
Log (my1.Value.ToString);
end;

With this code you’ll get a log like:
created
10
destroyed

Another scenario is the use of inline variables, like in:
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begin
var t: TMyRecord;
Log(t.Value.ToString);

which gets you the same sequence in the log.
What if you call the constructor explicitly, like in:

var
t: TMyRecord;
begin
t := TMyRecord.Create;
Log(t.Value.ToString);

Now the log becomes:
created
created
destroyed
10
destroyed

The reason is that there is a temporary variable created at the assignment level. To
better understand it, this is the log generated when each record address is also
displayed in the log:
created 0019F2A0
created 0019F298
destroyed 0019F298
10
destroyed 0019F2A0
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This indicates the compiler creates a temporary variable for the TMyRecord.Create
expression and removes it right away after the assignment.

Attention: As the code above highlights, depending on how you write the code, the
default constructor could be invoked twice, implicitly by the compiler and in your
code.

The Assign Operator
Notice also that the := assignment flatly copies all of the data of the record fields.
While this is a reasonable default, when you have custom data fields and custom
initialization you might want to change this behavior. This is why for Custom
Managed Records you can also define an assignment operator. The new operator is
invoked with the := syntax, but defined as Assign:

type
TMyRecord = record
Value: Integer;
class operator Assign (var Dest: TMyRecord;
const [ref] Src: TMyRecord);

The operator definition must follow very precise rules, including having the first
parameter as a reference parameter, and the second as a const passed by
reference. If you fail to do so, the compiler issues error messages like the following:
[dcc32 Error] E2617 First parameter of Assign operator must be a var
parameter of the container type
[dcc32 Hint] H2618 Second parameter of Assign operator must be a const[Ref]
or var parameter of the container type

Now the same code above:
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var
t: TMyRecord;
begin
t := TMyRecord.Create;
Log(t.Value.ToString);

(with some extra logging information) produces:
created 2 0019F2A0
created 3 0019F298
3 copied to 2
destroyed 3 0019F298
10
destroyed 2 0019F2A0

There are other cases invoking the Assign operator, like:

var
my1, my2: TMyRecord;
begin
my1.Value := 22;
my2 := my1;

produces this log:
created 5 0019F2A0
created 6 0019F298
5 copied to 6
destroyed 6 0019F298
destroyed 5 0019F2A0

Notice that the sequence of destruction is reversed from the sequence of
construction.
The Assign operator is used in conjunction with assignment operations like in the
example above, and also if you use an assignment to initialize an inline variable.
Here there are two distinct cases:
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var
my1: TMyRecord;
begin
var t := my1;
Log(t.Value.ToString);

var s := TMyRecord.Create;
Log(s.Value.ToString);

This logs:
created 7 0019F2A0
created 8 0019F298
7 copied to 8
10
created 9 0019F290
10
destroyed 9 0019F290
destroyed 8 0019F298
destroyed 7 0019F2A0

In the first case, the creation and assignment happen like in regular scenarios with
non-local variables. If an inline variable is initialized with a new value, however, the
operation is shortcut not executing an assignment.
The Copy Constructor
Another option is to define a copy constructor, this is a constructor that takes the
record as const ref parameter:
constructor Create; overload;
constructor Create (const [ref] Src: TMyRecord); overload;

You can also write it as:
constructor Create (const Src: TMyRecord); overload;
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Since build 9181 if your record has only a copy constructor, it won’t be promoted to
a managed record. So for example in the following case:

type
TMyRec4 = record
x: Integer;
constructor Create (const recc: TMyRec4);
end;

This remains a non-manager, regular record and its behavior remains compatible
with past versions of Delphi. Notice that initialization operations won’t be optimized
and a call like:

var mr1 := TMyRec4.Create (mr2);

would end up invoking the copy constructor above twice (while for a managed
record, that is a record with also, for example, a parameterless constructor the
same line of code ends up invoking the copy constructor only once!
Now if we consider the TMyRecord record and add to it an overloaded copy
constructor, the code (already discussed above):
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var
my1: TMyRecord;
begin
var t := my1;

would now go via a different route, using the copy constructor rather than the
combination of regular constructor + assign operation:
// previous log
created 7 0019F2A0
created 8 0019F298
7 copied to 8
10
// new log with copy constructor
created 7 0019F2A0
copy created 8 0019F298
10

Another way to invoke the Copy Constructor is to use the following inline variable
declaration:

var my3 := TMyRecord.Create (my1);

Passing Managed Records as Parameters
Managed records can work differently from regular records also when passed as
parameters or returned by a function. Here are several routines showing the
various scenarios:
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure

ParByValue (rec: TMyRecord);
ParByConstValue (const rec: TMyRecord);
ParByRef (var rec: TMyRecord);
ParByConstRef (const [ref] rec: TMyRecord);
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function ParReturned: TMyRecord;

Now without going over each log one by one, this is the summary of the
information:
● ParByValue creates a new record and calls the assignment operator to cpy
the data, if available (Notice this was calling the Copy Constructor in previous
betas)
● ParByConstValue makes no copy, no call
● ParByRef makes no copy, no call
● ParByConstRef makes no copy, no call
● ParReturned creates a new object (via parameterless constructor) on return it
calls the Assign operator, if the call is like:
my1 := ParReturned;

Exceptions and Managed Records
When an exception is raised, records in general are cleared even when no explicit
try, finally block is present, unlike objects. This is a fundamental difference and key
to the real usefulness of managed records.

procedure ExceptionTest;
begin
var a: TMRE;
var b: TMRE;
raise Exception.Create('Error Message');
end;

Within this procedure, there are two constructor calls and two destructor calls.
Again, this is a fundamental difference and a key feature of managed records. See
the later section on a simple smart pointer based on managed records.
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Arrays of Managed Records
If you define a static array of managed records, there are initialized calling the
parameterless Create constructor at the point declaration:

var
a1: array [1..5] of TMyRecord; // call here
begin
Log ('ArrOfRec');

They are all destroyed when they get out of scope. If you define dynamic array of
managed records, the initialization code is called with the array is sized (with
SetLength):

var
a2: array of TMyRecord;
begin
Log ('ArrOfDyn');
SetLength(a2, 5); // call here

A Smart Pointer with Managed Records
Notice that you can define generic managed record types, more or less like you
define regular record types. A use case scenario for generic managed records is the
definition of a smart pointer, that is a data structure used to manage the allocation
and cleanup of an object reference -- without having to write a manual finally block.
A simple definition could look like the following:
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type
TSmartPointer<T: class, constructor> = record
strict private
FValue: T;
function GetValue: T;
public
constructor Create(AValue: T); overload;
constructor Create; overload;
destructor Destroy;
class operator Implicit(const smart: TSmartPointer <T>): T;
property Value: T read GetValue;
class operator Positive (const aSP: TSmartPointer<T>): T;
end;

The getter method for Value can create the object if not already initialized:

function TSmartPointer<T>.GetValue: T;
begin
if FValue = nil then
FValue := T.Create;
Result := FValue;
end;

Here is a usage scenario, when you code against the smart pointer rather than the
regular class:
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var
sm: TSmartPointer <TStringList>; // calls create for TStringList
begin
sm.Value.Add ('hi'); // use Value property
TStringList(sm).Add ('hi2'); // cast to invoke Implicit
(+sm).Add ('hi3'); // use operator Positive
Memo1.Lines := sm; // implicit conversion

And here is a coding scenario where the class is used and the smart pointer just
acts as memory management system:

var
sl: TStringList;
begin
sl := TStringList.Create;
var sm := TSmartPointer <TStringList>.Create (sl);
// pass existing object
sl.Add ('hi');
sl.Add ('hi');
Memo1.Lines := sl;

Bit Counting Standard Functions
We have introduced new standard functions for common low-level bit processing
operations, listed below.
Count Leading Zeros
function CountLeadingZeros32(X: Cardinal): Integer;
function CountLeadingZeros64(X: UInt64): Integer;
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Counts the number of leading zero bits preceding the most significant one bit of
the parameter X. If X is zero, it returns the bit width. i.e. 32 for
CountLeadingZeros32 and 64 for CountLeadingZeros64.
Count Trailing Zeros
function CountTrailingZeros32(X: Cardinal): Integer;
function CountTrailingZeros64(X: UInt64): Integer;

Counts the number of trailing zero bits following the least significant one bit of the
parameter X. If X is zero, it returns the bit width. i.e. 32 for CountTrailingZeros32
and 64 for CountTrailingZeros64.
Count Population
function CountPopulation32(X: Cardinal): Integer;
function CountPopulation64(X: UInt64): Integer;

Counts the number of 1 of the parameter X. Return value will be in the range from
0 to the bit width. i.e. 32 for CountPopulation32 and 64 for CountPopulation64.
C++ Impact
On the C++ side, this significantly simplifies the compiler and RTL.
ARC and memory management
Since no objects have ARC, all objects can be created and freed via new/delete.
Normal creation and deletion of Delphi-style classes (classes implemented in Delphi,
or descendants of Delphi classes implemented in C++) follows normal memory
management just like any heap-allocated normal C++ class.
Note that placement new and stack allocation have never been supported for Delphistyle classes in C++. Similarly you cannot use make_unique<>.
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Strings
The indexing options (to 0-index or 1-index) have been disabled. Indexing now
follows:
● Delphi string type helpers: 0-based
● Delphi flat functions: 1-based
● C++: always 1-based. All C++-implemented code (including AnsiString and
UnicodeString) is 1-based. This is regardless of platform, desktop or mobile.
Indexing is still inconsistent with Delphi helpers, but for C++ developers working only
in C++, the behaviour is consistent across C++: it’s 1-based.

2. Visual Component Library
The Visual Component Library includes significant enhancements in multiple areas,
with a very strong focus on HighDPI and 4K monitors support

VCL Styles Changes for High DPI
In 10.4, the VCL Styles architecture has been significantly extended to support High
DPI and 4K monitors. Originally, there was a single image for all graphical elements
of a style, and specific information on sizes of specific elements. Now, all graphical
elements are automatically scaled for the proper resolution of the monitor the
element is displayed on (in other words, the scaling depends on the DPI resolution
of the target computer or of the current monitor in case of multi-monitor systems).
This works better than in the past, but a higher resolution won’t allow for good
quality, crisp graphical elements. For this reason, the style designer now allows
adding additional images for specific objects and at various resolutions. The names
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of new elements are based on a convention name of object + DPI info, using a format
like:
● [name]_15x (for 150% DPI)
● [name]_20x (for 200% DPI)
with an underscore separating the name from the size information.
We are adding elements only for 150% and 200% DPI for most of the VCL styles we
ship with RAD Studio. A VCL Style, (*.vsf file), now includes additional 1.5x and 2x
graphics for elements with fixed sizes (for example arrows, DB Navigator icons, etc.)
and that need to be scaled. Object’s tree of a style has additional elements, which are
linked to High-DPI graphics.

This is the list of elements of a style that support scaling with multiple style images:
● Form: title buttons
● CheckBox: glyph
● RadioButton: glyph
● ScrollBar: arrows
● ComboBox: button arrow
● TrackBar: elements
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● ControlBar: gripper
● StatusBar: gripper
● CategoryPanels: chevron
● CategoryButtons: chevron
● DBNavigator: button icons
● DBGrid: cursor icons
● MediaPlayer: button icons
● SearchEdit: icons
The version property of updated High-DPI VCL Styles is 2.0, see properties of Objects
root in Bitmap Style Designer tool:

Note: High-DPI VCL style will look incorrect in older versions of RAD Studio.
Bitmap Style Designer tool is improved to work with elements for different DPI.

You can see VCL Styles with High-DPI support in additional High-DPI Optimized
section of the style list in project options dialog:
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Style API Changes
In general terms, the style API has been fully revised to scale elements to any DPI
automatically by choosing optimal DPI’s element as source. For example, using
Arrow_15x for 125% DPI and Arrow_20x for 175% DPI.
Now the Style API has a scaled functionality, which automatically detects elements
for scaling. It can work with old styles (without High-DPI elements) and with new VCL
Styles with High-DPI support. If a VCL Style does not include a High-DPI element, then
the Style API scales existing elements. All methods now have a DPI parameter, which
comes from VCL Style Hook classes.
The High-DPI support has been added also to VCL Style Hook classes, with
improvements in most of the code. A DPI parameter has been added to all drawing
methods and methods to detect system metrics. In particular, we extensively
reworked the TFormStyleHook class (applying VCL Style for TCustomForm).

Note: To have a correctly working application on multi-monitor High-DPI
systems (Windows 10), you need to enable the “Per Monitor V2” DPI
Awareness option.
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New High DPI Styles
We have refreshed a large number of the VCL styles to provide support for the new
High-DPI style mode, including:
● Aqua Light Slate
● Glow
● Iceberg Classico
● Lavender Classico
● Sky
● Slate Classico
● Tablet Dark
● Tablet Light
● Windows 10
● Windows 10 Blue
● Windows 10 Dark
● Windows 10 Green
● Windows 10 Purple
● Windows 10 SlateGray

Per Control Styling
In the past, the VCL library allowed a developer to select one style (or no style) for the
entire application. Starting with 10.4 the VCL library allows you to use multiple VCL
styles at the same time in different portions of a single application (and have some
elements to default to the platform theme).
Different forms in an application can use different styles, but also different visual
controls that are on the same form. This feature is controlled by the new
TControl.StyleName property, with the name of the style for the given control (if the
property is empty the parent control style is used. Read the description below for
more information).
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As the name implies, per-control styling allows a developer to apply different styles
for controls and forms in the same application. To start, you need to add multiple
styles to an application, and you can use all of them. This feature works only if one
of the VCL Styles is active. Here is an example of a form with 5 buttons using 5
different styles:

There are different approaches you can use to to adjust the style of the different
forms and controls of a VCL application:

1. Adjust style list in project options.
2. Use the TControl.StyleName property to define the specific style for each control
or each form. The StyleName value must be one of the names of the styles in the
project options. A control can use the StyleName defined for its parent control, so
you can set the StyleName property of a form to have specific style used by all
controls on it. By default, TControl.StyleName is empty and control uses a default
style. You can set StyleName as “Windows” to disable applying any style for control or
form. If you set a style name that is not among the loaded VCL styles, then the control
will use default style.
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3. You can define a specific style also for common dialogs. Use the property
TStyleManager.DialogsStyleName for that. By default, it is empty and common
dialogs use the default style of the application.
4. You can define the application style as “Windows”. This means that if some control
or form has an empty StyleName property, then it will always use “Windows” style
and VCL Style will be always disabled on it. To enable this feature you have to set the
TStyleManager.UseSystemStyleAsDefault property to True. Use this property if you
want to enable VCL Style for some forms only, in which you set StyleName property.
But note that VCL Styles must be active in any case.
The mechanism described at point 4 above allows a developer to use third party
components that don’t support VCL styles within a styled application, something that
was fairly complex to handle in the past. The new architecture should allow mixing
styled and unstyled controls and form better, and leverage third party controls
without giving up VCL styles

Note: Per-control styling is not applied automatically for third-party controls. To
support this feature, a control should use code in Vcl.Themes.StyleServices method
with TControl parameter. For example, StyleServices(Self).DrawElement.

Styles Performance Improvements
To improve performance of VCL styles, we added the ability to use a bitmap buffer
of the control image, which child controls can use to get the parent image. Controls
can copy image rectangles from this buffer, instead of calling the drawing of all
parent controls. A common scenario where this optimization helps is when you have
multiple TGroupBox with TRadio controls on each.
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To enable this feature, you can set TStyleManager.UseParentPaintBuffers to True.

Note: This feature should currently be considered experimental. It works only
if a VCL Style is active and it uses a significant additional amount of memory for
storing images.

Custom Title Bars and the TitleBarPanel Component
The TForm.CustomTitleBar property and new TTitleBarPanel control allow you to
customize a VCL form’s native title bar similar to Windows Explorer, Google Chrome,
or other applications. You can place VCL controls on the title bar, and custom paint
over the title bar, as well as control the default painting of elements such as the
window icon and caption. The custom title bar is supported on Windows 7 and later.
The custom title bar support uses the genuine native Windows title bar, and relies on
the DWM (Desktop Window Manager) being enabled. Turning off Aero on Windows
7, or other situations where the DWM is not used to render windows, result in title
bar customization not being supported. This is gracefully handled by the control, but
to

check

for

this

situation

in

your

code

check

the

value

of

TForm.CustomTitleBar.Supported. This is true when the custom title bar is able to be
used.
To utilize the full power of the custom title bar, you must use a combination of the
TForm.CustomTitleBar property and a TTitleBarPanel placed on the form. The panel
is used to host VCL controls, but it is also required to enable advanced features such
as customizing painting, even if you have no custom controls on the title bar.
Basically, the TForm.CustomTitleBar property represents settings for the form title
bar, and the TTitleBarPanel is a VCL control used to represent and access advanced
features in the title bar itself.
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Basic Customization
The VCL TForm class has a new property, CustomTitleBar. This allows you to change
basic properties, such as displaying the caption or icon, as well as controlling the
more advanced features including placing controls.
To enable title bar customization, set CustomTitleBar.Enabled to true. Notice that the
top of your VCL form in the designer will now have a shaded blue area. This
represents the area of the form which will be used for the title bar.
VCL Control Location
The title bar is implemented through DwmExtendFrameIntoClientArea, meaning that
there is no non-client area to your form, and the title bar will be rendered using some
of the client area, i.e. the space in which VCL controls are able to be placed.
All controls parented to the form with an Align property, such as alTop, will adjust to
the title bar area correctly. However, any control which is placed via Left and Top
properties, i.e. absolute positioning, will remain where it is and so may overlap the
title bar, and need to have its position adjusted when the custom title bar is enabled.
We recommend you place controls on your form on a client-aligned TPanel. Note that
you may also want to make your form’s Height larger to account for the space
previously used by the title bar.
Settings
● CaptionAlignment: Use this to specify where the caption is drawn. Windows
10 draws on the left by default; you can draw the caption centered like
Windows 8 or right-aligned.
● Control: Set this to a TTitleBarPanel that is placed on the form. See the below
section about custom controls on a title bar.
● Enabled: Activates or inactivates the use of the custom title bar.
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● Height: Height of the title bar in pixels. To change the height of the title bar,
turn off SystemHeight, which constrains the title bar to the default system
height. You can then set the Height property to any value.
● ShowCaption: Controls if the caption is drawn.
● ShowIcon: Controls if the form’s icon is drawn on the left edge of the title bar.
● SystemHeight: When set to true, the title bar height will always be the value
used by other windows on the current screen. To customize the title bar
height, disable SystemHeight and then enter a value in the Height property.
● SystemColors: Controls if the title bar caption and buttons use the system
colors, or custom colors when active or inactive. This is useful when you want
to draw your title bar using different background and foreground colors than
the

system

uses,

without

requiring

full

custom

painting.

When true, the background, caption, and system buttons paint using the
BackgroundColor and InactiveBackgroundColor properties (for the title bar)
and ForegroundColor and InactiveForegroundColor properties (for the caption
and

system

buttons).

For custom colors to be used, you must place a TTitleBarPanel on the form
and set the CustomTitleBar.Control property to it, exactly as though you were
planning to place controls on the title bar, even if the title bar panel is empty
and contains no controls.
Custom Painting
You can fully customise how the title bar is rendered by painting on the title bar and
drawing anything on it. To do this, you must place a TTitleBarPanel on the form and
set the CustomTitleBar.Control property to it, exactly as though you were planning
to place controls on the title bar; even if the title bar panel is empty and contains no
controls. You can then create an event handler for the TTitleBarPanel.OnPaint event.
The TTitleBarPanel.OnPaint event is called as the very last stage of painting. Painting
will be over anything else already painted on the title bar, such as the caption or the
system buttons.
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The paint surface is a 32bit surface. It has the same painting requirements as painting
on glass in Windows 7.
System Buttons
Attention: We plan to:
● Windows 8 and 10: Allow you to customize the color of the system buttons.
This is required to support the title bar using custom colors.
● Windows 7, 8, and 10: Allow you to add any number of new system buttons,
automatically placed to the left of the minimize/maximise/close buttons.
This is not yet implemented in this beta.

Attention: Although the title bar supports Windows 8, there may be some visual
differences, such as how system buttons are painted if customizing their colors (they
will render like Windows 10 buttons). On Windows 7 and 10 we aim for high fidelity
to the system look and feel.

Custom Controls
The TTitleBarPanel control is used to place controls in the title bar area of the VCL
form. It is a container that provides design time support for the controls. It also
maintains a relationship between the form and the customized title bar area.
Controls that are placed on the title bar must support drawing on a 32bit surface,
similar to glass in Windows 7. As a general guide, if a control is rendered correctly on
glass in Windows 7, it will likely render correctly on the title bar in Windows 7 and 10.
It is common to place a control and see it renders incorrectly, even in the designer.
You may need to make use of properties like DoubleBuffered for normal VCL
controls.
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To place controls on the title bar:
● In the Palette, locate the TTitleBarPanel control and place one on the form. It
will appear at the top of the form.
● Set your form’s CustomTitleBar.Control property to the new title bar panel.
You will see the panel has a blue background colour, and displays system
buttons on its right side.
● Optionally, change the title bar panel’s Height property to match the
CustomTitleBar.Height property. Only controls within the title bar’s height will
be rendered over the title bar itself.
● In the Palette, locate a control, such as TEdit, and place it on the TTitleBarPanel
With this control:
○ In the Object Inspector, set your new control’s DoubleBuffered property
to True.
○ Since the TTitleBarPanel is a normal VCL control, you can set Align,
Anchors and other positioning properties for controls placed on it. To
have your edit control right-aligned next to the system buttons, as a
search edit might be, drag it until it is in the right position, and then
change the Anchors property to remove akLeft and add akRight.

○ Back in the form, add an OnShow event, or use OnResize if you want to
manually position controls in the title bar instead of using alignment or
anchors. (We recommend using alignment and anchors, since
positioning via OnResize can visually lag behind the window size). You
can refer to the CustomTitleBar’s IconRect, FrameRect, ClientRect, and
CaptionButtonsRect properties to position your controls relative to
known parts of the title bar. Here, set your edit control’s Left property
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to CaptionButtonsRect.Left minus the width of your edit minus a small
margin (the margin just for visual esthetics) by adding the following line
of

code

to

your

event

handler:

Edit1.Left := CustomTitleBar.CaptionButtonsRect.Left - Edit1.Width - 8;

Image Component With Multi-Resolutions
The new TVirtualImage component supports multiple resolutions for a TImage-like
component. The actual source images come from an ImageCollection, and can have
multiple resolutions depending on the screen DPI. The component uses the proper
version depending on the monitor it is displayed on.
Here you can see some of the configuration settings and the key properties of the
VirtualImage component: ImageCollection, ImageIndex and ImageName (which are
mapped one to the other).
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Also, improvement in bitmap scaling logic for smooth drawing of any VCL TGraphic
when scaled (eg StretchDraw). There is a new TScaledGraphicDrawer class to
enable HQ scaling drawing on the fly for different TGraphic classes, with calls like:
MyBitmap.EnableScaler(TD2DGraphicScaler);
Image1.Picture.Graphic.EnableScaler(TWICGraphicScaler);
Different solutions offer combinations of better or worse rendering and slower or
faster performance. You can write custom TScaledGraphicDrawer derived classes
defining additional scaling algorithms.

New TEdgeBrowser Component and Changes to the
TWebBrowser Component
RAD Studio 10.brings support for working with web content through the
Chromium-based Edge WebView2 browser control in VCL applications via the new
TEdgeBrowser component. TEdgeBrowser supersedes TWebBrowser, which uses
the Internet Explorer WebBrowser browser control. However TWebBrowser
remains in the VCL component set, with some notable changes (see below).
Preparing to use the Edge Browser component
Because TWebBrowser uses the Operating System-supplied Internet Explorer
WebBrowser browser control there is no preparation required – it will work
wherever Windows has the Internet Explorer control available.
On the contrary, Microsoft Edge is not an Operating System component (not yet,
anyway). Because of this you need to ensure that these items are installed on your
computer before you can run an application that uses it:
● The Microsoft Edge Chromium-based browser currently available from
https://www.microsoftedgeinsider.com/download (Canary channel version
whilst the WebView2 SDK is in pre-release, currently the minimum required
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version is 82.0.430.0).

Note: This is likely to change when the WebView2 control gets to RTM.
● The WebView2 control, currently available through NuGet at
https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.Web.WebView2 or via GetIt
package manager
This applies to you compiling and executing the application on your development
machine and also on the end user’s machine. With both these installed the
TEdgeBrowser will function and use the Edge WebView2 browser control to render
web content.
Installing the Edge WebView2 package via GetIt
To install the required Microsoft WebView2 package open the GetIt package
manager window in the RAD Studio IDE and search for the corresponding entry, as
indicated below:

After you accept the license, GetIt will download the package and copy the two
WebView2 loader DLLs (for 32 and 64 bit) to the corresponding Redist folders, as
the GetIt log indicates:
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You can copy those files to your target EXE directories or to a folder on your path or
follow the steps in the section below “Project Configuration for WebView2 loader
DLLs”.
Manually Installing the Edge WebView2 package from NuGet
As stated above the Edge WebView2 browser control is available from NuGet at
https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.Web.WebView2 under the name
Microsoft.Web.WebView2. The component is currently written against version
0.9.430. On this page,
https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.Web.WebView2/0.9.430 , you can click
the Download package link to download microsoft.web.webview2.0.9.430.nupkg.
A .nupkg file is really just a .zip file with a different file extension so you can rename
it to microsoft.web.webview2.0.9.430.zip and extract the content with the Windows
File Explorer or use 7zip to extract the content and retrieve the required file.
The file you need from the package is WebView2Loader.dll. If you are building a
Win32 app you should take build\x86\WebView2Loader.dll and if you are building a
Win64 app you should take build\x64\WebView2Loader.dll.
Project Configuration for WebView2 loader DLLs
Wherever you choose to place the WebView2 loader DLLs you will need to set up a
post-build event to copy it into your project’s output directory (at least during the
beta cycle). There are plans to make this more automated and employ GetIt for the
RTM product.
For a Win32 target the post-build event should look something like:
copy /Y "common_DLL_folder_path\x86\WebView2Loader.dll" $(OUTPUTDIR)

For Win64 use:
copy /Y "common_DLL_folder_path\x64\WebView2Loader.dll" $(OUTPUTDIR)
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Using the Edge Browser component
You use the TEdgeBrowser component in much the same way as you would use a
TWebBrowser, indeed a number of methods and properties are similar to those of
TWebBrowser’s methods and properties. Drop the component on a VCL form and
size it as appropriate. To navigate to a URL simply pass that URL to the Navigate
method.
Note that the WebView2 control is created asynchronously. You can instigate the
creation either by calling the Navigate method or by calling the CreateWebView
method. At any point you can tell if the control has been successfully created by
using the WebViewCreated property.
This is a minimal example of a running application with a single line of code and not
other configuration settings:

Additionally, you can use an OnCreateWebViewCompleted event handler which
gets called when control creation completes, either successfully or unsuccessfully. If
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there is no OnCreateWebViewCompleted event handler and the WebView2 browser
control cannot be initiated then an EEdgeError exception will be raised on the main
thread, but synchronised onto the main thread from a worker thread. This is
therefore difficult to catch without using a global exception handler, for example, a
TApplicationEvents component’s OnException event handler, so an
OnCreateWebViewCompleted event handler is recommended to simplify this
situation.
There are a number of additional events that you can set up event handlers for,
which mostly surface events from the underlying WebView2 browser control. For
example, when you navigate to a URL the OnNavigationStarting event will fire one
or more times based on the target page content. When navigation to a URL
concludes the OnNavigationCompleted event fires.
Migrating from TWebBrowser to TEdgeBrowser
In order to move from the traditional TWebBrowser component to the new Edgebased, TEdgeBrowser component you will have to assess which TWebBrowser
methods, properties ,and events you currently make use of.
There is some commonality between the exposed interface of TWebBrowser and
TEdgeBrowser but it is reasonably limited. The table below shows the
closest ’equivalents’ in class members for you to change from and to. It should be
noted that the underlying browser control used by TEdgeBrowser, the WebView2
browser control, exposes many fewer events with a narrower focus than the
Internet Explorer WebBrowser browser control underlying the TWebBrowser VCL
component.
Methods
TWebBrowser method

TEdgeBrowser method

GoBack

GoBack

GoForward

GoForward

GoHome

No equivalent
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GoSearch

No equivalent

Navigate

Navigate

Navigate2

Navigate

Refresh

Refresh

Refresh2

Refresh

Stop

Stop

Quit

CloseBrowserProcess

ClientToWindow

No equivalent

PutProperty

No equivalent

GetProperty

No equivalent

QueryStatusWB

No equivalent

ExecWB

No equivalent

ShowBrowserBar

No equivalent

Properties
TWebBrowser property

TEdgeBrowser property

AddressBar

No equivalent

Application

No equivalent

Busy

No direct equivalent

Container

No equivalent

ControlInterface

DefaultInterface is the ICoreWebView2 interface

DefaultInterface

DefaultInterface is the ICoreWebView2 interface

Document

No equivalent

FullName

No direct equivalent, but you can use BrowserProcessID
and some Windows APIs

FullScreen

No equivalent

HWND

No direct equivalent but you can use Handle and some
Windows APIs

LocationName

DocumentTitle

LocationURL

LocationURL

MenuBar

No equivalent

Name

No equivalent
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Offline

No equivalent

Parent

No equivalent

Path

No direct equivalent, but you can use BrowserProcessID
and some Windows APIs

ReadyState

No direct equivalent

RegisterAsBrowser

No equivalent

RegisterAsDropTarget

No equivalent

Resizable

No direct equivalent

Silent

The inverse of DefaultScriptDialogsEnabled along with the
OnScriptDialogOpening event

StatusBar

StatusBarEnabled

TheaterMode

No equivalent

ToolBar

No equivalent

TopLevelContainer

No equivalent

Type_

No equivalent

Visible

Visible

Events
TWebBrowser event

TEdgeBrowser event

OnBeforeNavigate2

OnNavigationStarting

OnBeforeScriptExecute

No equivalent

OnClientToHostWindow

No equivalent

OnCommandStateChange

No direct equivalent but you can use
OnHistoryChanged

OnDocumentComplete

OnNavigationCompleted

OnDownloadBegin

No equivalent

OnDownloadComplete

No equivalent

OnFileDownload

No equivalent

OnFullScreen

No equivalent

OnMenuBar

No equivalent

OnNavigateComplete2

OnNavigationCompleted
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OnNavigateError

OnNavigationComplete, noting the IsSuccess
parameter

OnNewProcess

No equivalent

OnNewWindow2

OnNewWindowRequested

OnNewWindow3

OnNewWindowRequested

OnPrintTemplateInstantiation

No equivalent

OnPrintTemplateTeardown

No equivalent

OnPrivacyImpactedStateChange No equivalent
OnProgressChange

No equivalent

OnPropertyChange

No equivalent

OnQuit

No equivalent

OnRedirectXDomainBlocked

No equivalent

OnShowScriptError

No equivalent

OnSetPhishingFilterStatus

No equivalent

OnSetSecureLockIcon

No equivalent

OnStatusBar

No equivalent

OnStatusTextChange

No equivalent

OnTheaterMode

No equivalent

OnThirdPartyUrlBlocked

No equivalent

OnTitleChange

OnDocumentTitleChanged

OnToolBar

No equivalent

OnUpdatePageStatus

No equivalent

OnVisible

No equivalent

OnWebWorkerFinsihed

No equivalent

OnWebWorkerStarted

No equivalent

OnWindowClosing

No equivalent

OnWindowSetHeight

No equivalent

OnWindowSetLeft

No equivalent

OnWindowSetResizable

No equivalent

OnWindowSetTop

No equivalent

OnWindowSetWidth

No equivalent

OnWindowStateChanged

No equivalent
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Changes in TWebBrowser
The VCL TWebBrowser component still performs the same job as always, which is
to render web content using the Internet Explorer WebBrowser browser control.
However, in addition to this default behaviour it has two new properties, one of
which can be used to ask it to use the newer Edge (Chromium) WebView2 browser
control instead. This is achieved by the implementation using an embedded
TEdgeBrowser component.
By using the property to use the Edge WebView2 browser control you can
immediately benefit from a current, maintained browser, which will have security
fixes made available by Microsoft. However, the flip side of this is that the
WebView2 browser control is not (yet at least) an integral part of every Windows
installation.
The property SelectedEngine is used to indicate which browser control you desire
or require. Supported values are:
● TWebBrowser.TSelectedEngine.IEOnly: the TWebBrowser functions as it
always has, employing the IE WebBrowser control.
● TWebBrowser.TSelectedEngine.EdgeIfAvailable: the TWebBrowser uses the
Edge WebView2 browser control if possible, otherwise it falls back to the
traditional IE WebBrowser control.
● TWebBrowser.TSelectedEngine.EdgeOnly: the TWebBrowser attempts to use
the Edge WebView2 browser control, however if this is not possible then no
browsing is possible as there is no fallback option.
Some feedback is available via the ActiveEngine property, which offers these values:
● TWebBrowser.TActiveEngine.None: no browser control is in use; if EdgeOnly
was requested via SelectedEngine then the Edge browser could not be
instantiated.
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● TWebBrowser.TActiveEngine.NoneYet: no browser control is in use yet, but
an attempt is being made to initialize the Edge WebView2 browser control.
● TWebBrowser.TActiveEngine.IE: the Internet Explorer WebBrowser browser
control is in use.
● TWebBrowser.TActiveEngine.Edge: the Edge WebView2 browser control is in
use.

Attention: just as with the TEdgeBrowser component, in order for TWebBrowser to
successfully use the Edge WebView2 browser control there are two requirements:
● The Edge (Chromium) browser is installed.
● The Edge WebView2 control loader DLL (part of the Microsoft WebView2
SDK) is available, for example in the directory your project executable is
output to.

To install the Microsoft Edge WebView2 control please follow the instructions on
the TEdgeBrowser configuration given earlier.
TWebBrowser Dual Personality capabilities
When using TWebBrowser in its ‘Edge personality’ mode (SelectedEngine was set to
either EdgeIfAvailable or EdgeOnly and ActiveEngine has been changed to Edge) its
various properties, methods, and events have been updated to operate as
appropriately as they can. Note that many of these properties, methods , and
events are directly from the Internet Explorer WebBrowser control interfaces, so
there are a number of them that now either return a default value or raise an
exception when running in Edge mode. The final product documentation will
include a detailed list.
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Other VCL Improvements
There are several other “minor” improvements in the VCL code, still relevant to
many developers. This is an incomplete summary:
● There is a new overaload for TBitmap.Create to specify the size (width,
height) of the image.
● Support for ImageList in SpeedButton and BitButton controls.
● Improvement in scaling of all controls with embedded images (like
DBNavigator, MediaPlayer, DbGrid navigator bitmap, and more).
● New DisabledImages property for TButton.
● Improvements to TGridPanel when resizing columns and rows.
● New ImageName property to choose image list images by name in core VCL
controls, working in parallel with the existing ImageIndex (see picture in the
section “Image Component With Multi-Resolutions”).
● MessageDlg has better high dpi support in styled apps.
● Virtual image list collection editors are resizable.
● You can programmatically add and delete images in the Image collection
class in code (rather than just using the designers) and manipulating the
internal list directly. New (overloaded) methods in TImageCollection included
Add and Delete. There is also a Replace method in TVirtualImageList.
● The TListItem.Caption property has now a virtual GetCaption method, so you
can overridable it method allowing a more lazy initialization logic for the
caption (in case of a large number of elements).
● TCustomAction.GetImages is now virtual.
● The ClientToScreen and ScreenToClient methods also accept TRect
parameters (beside TPoint parameters).
● TIcon has support for PNG-format icons.
Windows API Changes
We have addressed several issues in existing Windows API declarations and added
a few missing functions and data structures. These are the most bootable
additions:
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● New unit Winapi.WinCred.pas
● New APIs mapping the functions in Secur32.dll
● Additional data structures WINTRUST_DATA, WINTRUST_FILE_INFO,
PROCESS_MEMORY_COUNTERS_EX

3. Visual Live Bindings
There have been many enhancements to the VLB (Visual Live Bindings) architecture
and implementation, with a particular focus on performance. As a result, some of
the VLB operations are an order of magnitude faster.
Among the improvements in the feature, one of the most notable is that now VCL
and FMX controls bound to a TDataSet and TField respect some of the TField
properties, when connected via Live Bindings, like:
●

DisplayWidth

●

Alignment

●

EditMask

Specifically, there is now awareness of TField properties for:
●

VCL TStringGrid - DisplayWidth, DisplayLabel, Visible, ReadOnly

●

VCL TEdit - Size, Alignment, ReadOnly

●

VCL TMaskEdit - Size, Alignment, EditMask, ReadOnly

●

FMX TStringGrid - DisplayWidth, Size, Alignment, DisplayLabel, Visible,
ReadOnly

●

FMX TEdit - Size, Alignment, ReadOnly

For these components, after changing TField properties:
●

Grids - will be updated automatically

●

Edits - will be updated after reactivation of data source (which is when the
ObserverToggle method is triggered)

Additionally:
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● New DecimalDigits property for TLinkGridToDataSourceColumn, offers the
ability to specify number of decimal places in CurrencyColumn when using
Live Bindings
● LiveBindings wizard supports lists

4. FireMonkey New Features and Enhancements
Installation of AdoptOpenJDK and Android SDK
We have switched from the use of the Oracle JDK to the use of AdoptOpenJDK
(https://adoptopenjdk.net/). This change was mainly driven by the changes in
licensing and support rules by Oracle. AdoptOpenJDK is now optionally installed
with RAD Studio. It is required only by the Android SDK as the RAD Studio IDE itself
and other build tools do not require Java. If you already have a Java Runtime on
your computer, you don’t need to install it. Below is the option in the Platforms
configuration dialog box:
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Notice that if you have an existing Java installation the IDE might automatically get
configured with it rather than AdoptOpenJDK. See the Java section under the
Android SDK configuration in the Tools Options dialog box for detailed information
and to modify the default settings.
Android SDK and NDK
We also switched to the use of a newer version of the Android SDK and NDK. We
offer to install Android SDK 25.2.5 and Android SDK r21. As in the past, you could
manually install any version of the Android platform tools from Google and
configure them in the RAD Studio IDE manually.
This change is related with the fact we are now officially targeting Android 28 API
level, a Google requirement for store applications for August 2020 (for new apps)
and November 2020 (for app updates).
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Metal Drivers GPU Support
On the macOS platform you can now build applications against the Metal API,
rather than the old Quartz API and OpenGL. With OpenGL deprecated by Apple and
likely not available any more in the future (although still in Catalina), FireMonkey
Metal support offers a smooth migration to future requirements and better
performance for screen rendering.
Similarly, we have introduced support for the Metal API also on the iOS platform,
where it is not required but can offer better performance for FireMonkey
applications in general.
How to Work With Metal
There are a few global settings to enable the use of the Metal driver for UI
rendering and some of its configuration. The settings are below and the default
value in indicated:
FMX.Types.GlobalUseMetal : Boolean=False;
Allow using Metal for UI rendering. Boolean variable that specifies whether to use
the Metal context for rendering graphics. To enable the Metal context, just set the
global variable FMX.Types.GlobalUseMetal to true in the initialization section. By
default this global variable is false to stay compatible with previous Delphi version
(In rare case, where user use custom OpenGL functions or custom OpenGL Shader
in its own code, migration to Metal is not totally transparent)
FMX.Types.GlobalEventDrivenDisplayUpdates: Boolean=True;
If this value is True, the draw loop is paused and updates are event-driven. Default
is True. Useful for games, but currently has no equivalent in OpenGL on Android.
(This setting is for Metal driver only)
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FMX.Types.GlobalPreferredFramesPerSecond: integer=60;
The rate at which the draw loop updates its contents. Integer variable to set the
rate at which the draw loop update its contents when
GlobalEventDrivenDisplayUpdates = False
(This setting is for Metal driver only)

What to look for when Beta testing:
● Try building applications for iOS and macOS using Metal and let us know if
you find any significant difference or problem compared to using the older
GPU driver

New Windows Styled Memo Implementation
There is a new implementation for the styled TMemo component on the Windows
platform, with better support for IME and other improvements. This is basically a
rewrite of the code and it can be activated by adding to the uses statement the new
unit FMX.Memo.Style.New (by default, FireMonkey uses the old implementation for
styled TMemo on all platforms). Adding this unit will automatically replace the old
implementation of styled memo with new one for all TMemo controls in the entire
application (not only the form including this unit its uses statement).
The implementation of this new style memo for 10.4 is limited to the Windows
platform and the work is in progress -- so not all expected features work with the
current beta. Here are some of the key features available:
●

The new styled memo includes a completely redesigned IME input. So now
it works like a native IME text input in Windows:
○

If the user enters IME text, they can choose where to insert the IME
text.

○

While the user is inputting IME text, IME text is not a part of Memo
lines. IME text is drawn over the top.
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Now the IME window changes its position, when the user scrolls the

○

content of the memo.
If a user is inputting IME text, he can use the Left and Right buttons

○

for making corrections in current IME Text.
●

The new styled memo supports new ways for selecting text. One of them is
you can Double Click and hold the mouse button down while moving it for
selecting multiple words in the text (selecting entire words).

●

New styled memo implementation consists of different parts: selection,
layout, check spelling, context menu and etc.

●

There are new additional methods in TTextService for better controlling
IME state.

There are additional features planned for the new styled memo and not available
yet in the current beta:
●

Auto Scroll refactoring (it works like the old implementation at this
moment).

●

Additional and specific change events for IME text. Since IME text is not a
part of TMemo, the OnChange event is not invoked, when the user is
inputting IME text. There will be new events specially designed for IME
input.

Apple APIs changes and new related features
● For Apple platforms, the TWebBrowser component is now implemented
using the platform WKWebView (rather than the deprecated UIWebView)
○ Due to a missing file in the installation, the TWebBrowser component
cannot be used on macOS unless an additional file is added (see the
Known Issues section above)
● For macOS, the TMediaPlayer component is now implemented using
AVFoundation (rather than the deprecated QTKit -- the usage of this library
was blocking deployment macOS apps to the Apple Store)
○ For iOS, AVFoundation was already in use
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● iOS property list includes configuration for Bluetooth LE
Notice that we are still working on additional features, including support for some
Google FireBase features on iOS

Additional FireMonkey Features and Notable Fixes
● The Toolbar component in FireMonkey now has Hint, ShowHint and
ParentShowHint properties.
● Improved support for Emoji ZWJ Sequences, for example,

Family: Man,

Woman, Girl, Boy.
● New method to access Caret position from mouse in TMemo.
● There is a new method (TAndroidHelper.ShouldNativeLibrariesBeExtracted)
to return the value of the 'extractNativeLibs' manifest attribute (which
returns False for an application packaged as an app bundle).
● Significantly increased the performance of rendering chars in TextLayout.
● On macOS, there is a new entitlement option for Bluetooth.

5. IDE Changes
Welcome Page and Event Log
In beta 9181, the following changes have been added:
● The Welcome page has had the Events feed removed. The Youtube feed
remains
● The Event Log now uses coloured text depending on the type of the event
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Title Bars
The IDE windows (both main IDE window and dialogs) now use the new VCL native
Windows title bar. Not only does this use the same VCL control available to your
apps, but it resolves a number of issues with the IDE including:
● Resizing dialogs works using the DWM grip area (the shadow outside the
window)
● When the Windows taskbar auto-hides at the bottom of the screen, it should
now appear when the mouse is moved to the bottom of the screen
● And some performance and painting issues
In beta 9181, the native title bar is turned on by default, and contains the same
controls as in 10.3.3 (desktop and IDE Insight.)

In this beta: Please test:
● That the title bar and IDE window behave fully like a normal application. This
includes resizing the window via grabbing the DWM shadow outside the
window with the mouse, and that a hidden taskbar at the bottom of the
screen will appear when the mouse is moved to the bottom of the screen
● There is no flicker in the IDE
● Window resizing, minimising, restoring, etc all work correctly
● The controls in the title bar draw correctly, including staying in the right place,
and can be interacted with well

To change the kind of title bar in the IDE, change a setting in the registry:
● In HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Embarcadero\BDS\21.0\Theme,
create a DWORD value named TitlebarStyle
● Give it one of the following values:
● 0: Use the native titlebar, but do not place controls in it
● 1: Use native custom titlebar with controls in it (the default)
● 2: Use the VCL Styles custom titlebar (the same as 10.3.3)
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In a future beta, the title bar behaviour will be expanded. Testing now will help us
find bugs early.
Platforms supported:
● Windows 10
● Windows 7
○ For Windows 7, title bar controls will function only when full DWM and
Aero are enabled. If in Basic mode (DWM composition disabled, ie no
transparent glass) or the Classic theme (looking like Win98/2000), the
controls in the title bar will instead be placed in the toolbar.

General IDE
Some of the new IDE features are covered in other sections:
● New GetIt Package Manager features (see below)
● Visual LiveBindings performance (see above)
There are also several many smaller features and notable changes and fixes:
● Clipboard History has been removed.
● The Deploy option on Project menu is now always visible, and drawn
disabled when it is not available (previously, it was not visible), with a new
shortcut (shortcut changed in beta 9181)
● Double click to open a folder in the Projects Manager works again.
● New menu items for Console apps under File > New menu.
● IOTAIDEThemingServices250 inherits from IOTAIDEThemingServices.
● The ToolsAPI, where existing interfaces are normally never changed, has a
breaking change. IOTAThreadNotifier.EvaluteComplete, which has a spelling
error, has that error fixed to IOTAThreadNotifier.EvaluateComplete. This is
because the method is overloaded, and one overload used the incorrect
spelling.
● Find In Files can search in the current file, in order to show results in the
message window.
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● The Projects view’s New menu may contain more items, and should match
what’s shown in File > New.
● ActiveX projects now allow you to add COM items.
C++
● C++ static library and package projects should now always show the Librarian
(tlib) settings page.
Editor
● Code Insight settings are being reworked to account for LSP. There is now a
single set of languages. See the Code Insight section for more information.
Visual and theme fixes
● A number of fixes for the Object Inspector, including clicking in it now always
selecting the right property, as well as the right property showing after
scrolling.
● In the Object Inspector, Ctrl+A to select all did not work when editing text in
an edit field for a property (it scrolled); now it selects all text.
● Visual glitches in the IDE, especially the debug Inspect window, resolved.
● Several windows in the Options dialogs that had incorrect scrollbar
behaviour now look better.
● Several theme fixes for the SDK Manager, the About box and other places
using hints, the window list dialog, and more.
● The Component Template dialog now lets you choose any size icon.
● When IDE Insight already has text, focusing it (to search again) will now select
all text so typing will overwrite what was there.
● Resolved visual glitches scrolling in the GetIt window with the keyboard.
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6. Delphi Language Server Protocol
In beta 9181, we are introducing the first version of Code Insight using Delphi LSP.

Attention: The new Delphi LSP Code Insight support is not finished. Currently only
code completion is regarded as ready for beta testing. Other features are, however,
available if you turn them on (see below) but be aware you can expect often very
visible issues.
That is, the following features are not regarded as working in this beta:
● Parameter completion
● Find declaration
● Tooltip Insight
● Error Insight

The Language Server Protocol (LSP) is a specification for providing language
services, such as code completion, error insight, and other features, to be provided
by a separate server process that communicates with an IDE. It is a standardised
protocol, although many servers differ in how they communicate: we support only
standard I/O (console I/O.) This means that Code Insight features are provided by a
separate process(es), and the features are asynchronously provided. The IDE
should not pause while typing to calculate results. In addition, Code Insight should
now work while debugging.

In this beta: Please test that:
● Code completion works at all (this tests that the server starts up,
communication is initialised, etc.)
● Code completion provides sensible, correct results. That includes all
appropriate identifiers, that they are in the right namespace (ie not global
namespace), etc
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● Searching code completion results (that is, typing after invoking code insight,
or typing after the code completion window has appeared - two different
situations) works well. Note that searching now searches anywhere in an
identifier, not just that an identifier starts with the text
○ The suggested (auto-selected) identifier should match with items that
start with the typed text before those that just contain the typed text.
This does not always occur in this beta, and is a known issue.
● Code completion is fast. We strongly desire it is as fast as code completion in
10.3.3 or earlier.
● Code completion works while debugging an application
● Test with large, complex applications and units where code completion did
not always work correctly in the past, including with code structures such as
inline variables and anonymous methods
● Code completion works correctly, including correct results, in situations
including:
○ A new file that does not yet exist on disk
○ A new project where neither the project nor any units exist on disk
○ A modified unit, not yet saved, where the current in-IDE code has
changes that affect completion results
○ Results are correct (and changed correctly) when changing target
platforms or other project options
● That Error Insight is not provided. This would indicate that error insight is still
using the previous implementation.
● Server timeout. By default, this is 15 seconds, meaning if the server takes more
than 15 seconds to respond it is force-restarted. Is this enough for very large
or complex projects?

Code completion matching - that is, filtering the code completion list and selecting
the appropriate item to enter as you type - works differently with LSP than with the
old implementation. Previously, code completion only matched against the start of
any identifiers in the code completion dropdown. Now, it matches by finding what
you type anywhere in the dropdown.
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This means you can type ‘MyControl.’ in the editor, invoke code completion, and
then when you type ‘rect’, not only will any properties or methods beginning with
Rect match, but also ClientRect, BoundsRect etc where ‘rect’ is contained inside the
identifier string. Matching is case-insensitive.
Exact matches, and matches starting with the typed text, are prioritised over
matches anywhere in the identifier.

Enabling or Disabling LSP Code Insight
In beta 9181, Delphi LSP is enabled by default. You can check if the IDE is using
Delphi LSP by opening a Delphi project, and then opening Task Manager and
looking for a DelphiLSP.exe process.
In 10.4, the way to set editor and Code Insight settings has changed, including for
classic Code Insight. Specifically, the IDE has merged the concept of the
personalities it contains (eg Delphi and C++) and general programming languages it
may have some support for (such as providing syntax highlighting).

Languages
Languages are defined in the Options > Language setting pane. Here, you can see a
list of all languages, and you can change which file extensions are regarded as
identifying a file as a specific language. You can also create a new language: for
example, if you wanted to test RAD Studio with a Python language server, you
would create a new Python entry here and add the .py file extension.
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The Language settings pane

Editor Options and Syntax Highlighting
Editor options and syntax highlighting (and Code Insight) are now defined per
language, where a language is one of the entries defined in the Language settings
pane above. You can find this in User Interface > Editor > Source.

Note: We are not fully satisfied with the location of defining a language, or the editor
and code insight settings, in this build. Your feedback about sensible location is
welcome. The concept of defining languages, then having editor and code insight
settings for each language, is fixed, but the organisation of that concept within the
Options dialog is open to change.
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On this setting pane, you can choose a language. Then, for that language, there are
the editor options you will be familiar with from previous versions, as well as the
syntax highlighter to use for that language. These are provided in tabs.

Setting editor options for the Pascal language
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Choosing the syntax highlighter to use for the Pascal language

Changing Code Insight / LSP Manager
The final tab for a language is Code Insight. This provides the ‘User Editor Font’ and
set of code insight settings that will be familiar from 10.3.3 and earlier versions.
There is a new combo box labeled ‘Code Insight Manager’, and you can use this to
change what provides Code Insight functionality for a language. You can set this to
any manager listed in the combo, even if that manager was not intended for the
language - for example, the ‘HTML’ code insight manager is an option you can select
for Pascal. We don’t recommend this: it’s a result of having multiple languages and
multiple code insight managers, and allowing the manager to be changed for a
language. The combo box simply lists all managers registered with the IDE.
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To change Delphi between using LSP and the classic (10.3.3 and earlier) Code
Insight implementation, choose:
● ‘Delphi’: this is the new LSP support
● ‘Delphi Classic’: this is the old implementation of Code Insight, and choosing
this turns LSP off.

Note: We may rename both the language (Pascal -> Delphi) and the names of the
two Delphi Code Insight managers to be more clearly named in a future beta.
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The Pascal (Delphi) language using the new LSP code insight manager, here called just
‘Delphi’
You can also use this page to create a new LSP manager. Click New, and a dialog
appears allowing you to specify the LSP server executable and some options,
including a friendly name, the language identifier, a timeout after which the server
will be forcibly restarted, and any server-specific initialization options to be injected
into the Initialize JSON RPC call.
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You can use this to add a server for Python or any other language. However, note
that we only support servers that communicate over standard I/O. Verify your
preferred server does this before attempting to use it.

Adding a new LSP server

ToolsAPI support
The new Code Insight support is mainly focused around the Language Server
Protocol, and we have generic LSP support, where you can create a new LSP server
using the above dialog. However, the IDE actually implements two things: generic
asynchronous code insight; and then LSP support, which is a specific
implementation of asynchronous code insight.
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The ToolsAPI defines a number of new types and interfaces for async code insight.
Our LSP uses these interfaces, but you can write a code insight provider that is
asynchronous with any implementation you wish.
The interfaces are located in ToolsAPI.pas:
● IOTAAsyncCodeInsightManager is the main interface for a generic async
code insight manager implementation. It uses a number of callbacks, which
are defined above it
● IOTACodeInsightUIOverride is used to override specific UI behaviour.

In this beta: These interfaces are not stable. We plan to allow a developer to:
● Provide error insight results
● To change filtering / matching behaviour for code completion results
● To add, remove, and modify code, parameter, and error results
● To override code completion to provide custom UI completely
These are plans only.

Filing Bugs and Log Files
To enable log files, open the registry:
● Create a key:
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Embarcadero\BDS\21.0\LSP
● Create a DWORD value called DelphiLSPLog with value hex $ff or decimal
255
Log files will be located in C:\Users\<User>\AppData\Local\Temp\DelphiLSP.
Please ensure you include log files with every bug report in Quality Portal. They are
extremely helpful to track down the cause of issues.
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Testing Unsupported Features
In beta 9181, only code completion is a supported feature.

Attention: The Delphi LSP server is intended to use a multi-process architecture, with
one process managing two agents: the first agent for all data requests (code
completion, parameter completion, go to definition, and tooltip), the second agent
dedicated to Error Insight.
In this beta, the server is single-process. You can turn on multi-process support
following the instructions below. If you find a bug here, be aware this is not yet a
supported configuration. We have had some issues initialising agent processes
correctly. If you can reproduce, filing a bug report with logs attached would be very
useful.

The following features are available but regarded as not functioning correctly in
beta 9181:
● Parameter completion
● Go to definition
● Tooltip Insight
If you test these, please note we are aware of multiple often significant issues in
each.
Error Insight is only supported when the LSP server is in multiprocess mode. To
enable this, open the registry:
● Create a key: HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Embarcadero\BDS\21.0\LSP
● Create a DWORD value called DelphiLSPDefaultAgentCount with value
decimal 2. Enter a value of 0 (default) or 2 (multi-process)
The values represent the number of agent processes. Possible values are:
○ 0: the default in this beta. This is single-process
○ 1: (not recommended) One manager process and one agent process
providing results; LSP behaviour is indistinguishable from 0
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○ 2: (planned multiprocess configuration): One manager process, and
two agent processes: one dedicated to error insight, and one to handle
other requests
○ 3 or more (experimental multiprocess configuration): One manager
process, and three or more agent processes. One of them is dedicated
to error insight; the other agents process requests
When error insight is provided by the LSP server, error messages are prefixed by a
number. These messages have the same identification number and text as when
you compile your code.
If you test multi-process, please note we are aware of issues where all Code Insight
features appear not to work (common symptoms are invoking code completion and
seeing nothing, or seeing a ‘Calculating…’ tooltip appears and then disappears,
without being replaced by code completion results. If you see this, please add your
logs to Quality Portal.
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7. New Features in GetIt and Installation
Attention: Notice that the content of the GetIt package manager has not been
updated for 10.4.

GetIt Package Manager Changes
The GetIt Package manager has significant changes in 10.4. Each entry has an
associated release date (a timestamp) and a flag indicating if the package is
available only for customers with active update subscription.
The Filter section of the GetIt dialog UI has been modified removing older, inactive
filters and offering the following filters:
● All for all entries
● Installed for the packages installed on the current system
● Subscription only (new) is a filter for exclusive content published by
Embarcadero and limited to customers with an active update subscription
license
● Updates (new) lists packages installed on the current system and for which a
new release is available (that is a package with a newer timestamp than the
installed version timestamp)

Also the Sort By section of the GetIt Dialog box has a new option to sort packages by
release date (or timestamp).
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The UI of the individual entry in the GetIt dialog now indicates the specific date of
the published package and includes new buttons for the action(s) -- there are now
more actions available, including Updating a package, and additional ones we’ll
introduce in coming beta versions.
Attention: The timestamp mechanism and the related features (sorting, updates) is
currently active in the GetIt UI of Denali beta versions but it’s not active on the GetIt
server, so it is basically not working and not ready for testing.

Beside the timestamp and subscription filters, there are many other new features
and improvements in the GetIt Package Manager:
● When installing packages, you can log the steps in the same log file used by
installation. To enable it set the
HKCU\Software\Embarcadero\BDS\21.0\CatalogRepository/Debug registry
key to 1 (plan is to have this default to True)
● The open project action allows opening a project group
● The log file displays clearly where the files are installed with GetIt
● When there is an error, the action name is indicated along with the internal
numeric code, making it much easier to understand the error
● You use the GetItCmd.exe command line tool for automatic some of the
operations of GetIt package manager. For example the following command
gives you the list of available packages:
getitcmd.exe -listavailable: -filter:All

Note: The GetItCmd tool needs access to RAD Studio IDE and licensing information,
so before using it you need to configure the BDS environment variable. You can run
the rsvars.bat script in RAD Studio bin folder or set the environment variable
manually like:
set BDS=C:\Program Files (x86)\Embarcadero\Studio\21.0
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New Offline Installation Experience
To enable offline installation with this beta build, you need to execute the following
steps. This will not be required in future builds.
1. Copy the .gof file to “C:\Users\Public\Documents\Embarcadero\Studio\” folder.
2. Run the setup .exe as normal.
3. Do not select any platforms or features in the Platform Selection dialog; instead close
the dialog
4. Close IDE
5. In the registry, under the registry key
“Computer\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Embarcadero\BDS\21.0\CatalogReposito
ry\”, add a string value ServiceKind with the data Offline
6. Start IDE and select Tools | Manage Platforms
7. Select the platform and features you want

8. C++ Compilers New Features and
Enhancements
For the C++Builder side of the product, the RAD Studio 10.4 release focuses on the
quality of the C++ toolchain.
● The compiler has many bug fixes in areas around internal compiler errors
(ICEs), debug info generation, Delphi-compatible RTTI generation, language
extensions such as properties and closures, and more.
● The RTL has been updated with several missing methods that may be relied
on by third party or open source C++ libraries.
● The STL is updated with a number of fixes from Dinkumware. More are
expected in future betas.
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Note that the Delphi changes to remove ARC on mobile platforms also affect C++
on iOS and Android. See the Delphi Language Changes section for more
information.

9. New debugger for C++ Windows 64-bit
10.4 introduces a new debugger for C++ for Win64, based on LLDB 9. The aim with
this work is to improve debugger stability; to improve evaluation, inspection, and
other debugger behaviour, via both a new debugger technology and the debug
information generated.
In beta 9181, the compiler now emits Dwarf version 4 debug information
(previously it used Dwarf v2.) Additionally, the debugger now ships with a copy of
Python. This is used to provide formatter support, which allows the debugger to
evaluate the internals of data types such as STL collections. A common issue in the
past has been, for example, trying to evaluate a string and getting an error that
c_str() was not available, likely because it was never called and so was not linked
in. The same issue occurred for other types: for example, it was often hard to
evaluate a vector or map’s contents via operator[]. Formatters provide a solution
for this and will allow you to evaluate as you expect.
We plan to add formatters over the beta cycle for common STL and Delphi types.
Formatters:
● Our formatters are located in the bin\Windows\lldb\embt_formatters.py file.
● If you want to add your own, do not edit the above file. Instead, create a new
Python file, and edit the bin\Windows\lldb\.lldbinit file to contain a line
referring to your new Python script
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LLDB does not have all features the previous Win64 debugger did (such as the
Modules view.) We will not feature-match in 10.4. Instead, we aim that the new
debugger is much better in terms of stability when debugging, and useful features
like evaluating types, such that it is a more useful replacement despite not being as
fully-featured. Your feedback here is very useful.

In this beta: Please test:
● Evaluating and inspecting (including local variables, watches and the
Evaluate/Modify and Inspect windows)
● Evaluating the following types for which we have formatters:
○ std::string
○ std::vector
○ Std::shared_ptr
● Creating formatters
It is a known issue that:
● Modules and CPU view are not available
● There may be issues stepping instructions
● There are likely other debugger features that are not available.

Note: In beta 8912, we stated that one goal was to reduce the size of debug
information and so to reduce linker strain. However, there is little difference. We do
not anticipate significant changes in linker behaviour due to the debugger change.

This debugger is turned on by default for all Win64 C++ projects, because we are
keen to have as many people test this basic functionality as possible. You can
disable it and use the same debugger as 10.3.3 by setting an environment variable:
● Open a command prompt (cmd.exe)
● Type:
set CBUILDER_DBK=1
and press Enter
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● Launch bds.exe from this command prompt.

10. Quality Enhancements
There are many significant quality enhancements in various areas of the product.
Key additional (smaller) new features include the following.

App Tethering
● App Tethering quality has been further improved following the work already
done in RAD Studio 10.3.3.
● There is now an option to set tethering timeouts
● Tethering resources provide a mechanism to know when communication is
done

Threading and Parallel Programming Library
● There is a new AMinTimeToWait parameter in ForceQueue to delay the
execution of code without creating a thread

Delphi RTL
● New TCustomIniFile methods WriteInt64 and ReadInt64
● New TGUID method IsEmpty
● JSON reading optimization: TJSONReader is now 50% faster
● The Items property of TJSONArray is now a default array property, allowing
you to write myJArray[2] rather than myJArray.Items[2]
● Optimized assigning a sorted StringList to another StringList
● We have removed some dependencies blocking certain console apps to run
on WindowsServerCore
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● The CopyFrom function of TStream used to have a fixed constant buffer for copying
data (set to 60K). This can be very inefficient for copying large streams. The new
default is 1MB, but the method has an additional parameter you can use to provide
a specific buffer size depending on the copy operation you are doing (source and
target streams). The new signature of the method is
// class TStream
function CopyFrom(const Source: TStream; Count: Int64 = 0;
BufferSize: Integer = $100000): Int64;
●

RTTI performance improvements include:
○

TRttiMethod.Invoke is ~ 4 times more fast

○

TVirtualInterface invocation is ~ 1.7 times faster

○

TRttiType.GetXxxx(AName) methods are ~ 10 times more fast

○

For TValue several operations are faster

SQLite ability choose static or dynamic linkage for engine
For SQLite, FireDAC adds the ability to choose static vs dynamic linkage of SQLite
engine. To use the static linkage of SQLite engine it is required to add the unit
"FireDAC.Phys.SQLiteWrapper.Stat" to the uses clause of one of the units of your
project. Otherwise dynamical linkage will be chosen.
There is a new property TFDPhysSQLiteDriverLink.EngineLinkage. When the value is
slDefault or slStatic, then the "FireDAC.Phys.SQLiteWrapper.Stat" unit will be added
at design-time to the unit hosting the component. If application defines the
connection at run-time, then the "FireDAC.Phys.SQLiteWrapper.Stat" unit must be
added manually.

Data Improvements
● FireDAC improvements in the PostgreSQL driver with better support for
complex types in TDataSetField and for `hstore` type
● FireDAC adds support for Firebird3 isc_info_sql_explain_plan in TIBStatement
● RAD Server TEMSDataSetResource now supports "total" value on get
response for Sencha Ext JS VirtualStore. To activate the Sencha Ext JS
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VirtualStore format, include roVirtualStore into
TEMSDataSetResource.Options.
● For the DBImage component, there is a new DoLoadPicture virtual method
and an OnLoadPicture event handler.
● Several TFDEventAlerter component improvements and fixes

Internet Related
● The RestRequest has a way of cancelling an Asynchronous request
● (SOAP) Additional SendTimeout and UseDefaultCredentials properties and
OnPostingData and OnHttpError events in THTTPReqResp class
● Ability to set client certificate for all SOAP HTTP clients (TStreamLoader)
● TNetHTTPClient supports TLS 1.3
● The TAmazonRegion type (in Data.Cloud.AmazonAPI) has been changed from
an enumerated value to a string value, so that additional regions can be
added directly by developers without having to wait for an update to the
component itself
● We have updated Indy to the current version in the official repository (as of
early March 2020). However, this updated version of Indy hasn’t been tested
extensively and in particular hasn’t been tested in terms of no ARC support
● The spelling of method THTTPClient.CreateFormFromStrings has been
corrected from THTTPClient.CreateFormFromStings. This would make any
existing code using the method fail with an error. We deem this is not
commonly used, so it should not break a lot of existing code.
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11. List of Publicly Reported Bugs Fixed
This is a partial list of bugs fixed up to April 08th, 2020. The list includes publicly
reported bugs and does not include duplicate reports. It also does not include
feature requests. The entries are grouped and sorted by component.
Summary
Compiler crash in debug build

Component/s
Compiler,

ExternalID
RSP-27717

Compiler\C++
Internal compiler error on a legacy project

Compiler,

RSP-27678

Compiler\C++
When stopping a program using a DLL, a 32-bit

Compiler,

program reports a resource leak and a 64-bit

Compiler\C++

RSP-26155

program throws an access violation exception
std_iterator.h bug

Compiler,

RSP-25537

Compiler\C++
CSpinEdit create access violation

Compiler,

RSP-21903

Compiler\C++,
Compiler\C++\CLANG
Clang doesn't generate RTTI for constructor

Compiler,

RSP-23767

Compiler\C++,
Compiler\C++\CLANG,
Compiler\C++\CLANG\
Delphi interop
C++ builder for Android cannot create std::thread

Compiler,

RSP-16248

Compiler\C++,
RTL\C++
Unable to use Goto when there is a TRect in the

Compiler,

other if branch

Compiler\Delphi

E2010 Incompatible types: 'TVarData' and 'Variant'

Compiler,

RSB-3581
RSB-3574

Compiler\Delphi
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It's not possible to compile JVCL

Compiler,

RSB-3572

Compiler\Delphi
Please implement a compiler intrinsic for "Find first Compiler,
set" functionality

Compiler\Delphi

Wrong generated code in Win64

Compiler,

RSP-26466
RSP-25553

Compiler\Delphi
Custom Managed Records are inefficient

Compiler,

RSB-1981

Compiler\Delphi
DLL methods incorrectly resolved

Compiler,

RSP-20196

Compiler\Delphi
Duplicates not allowed" exception is raised

Data

RSP-27809

TBooleanField.SetAsBoolean stores a wrong value

Data, Data\DBRtl

RSB-3559

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-28012

FireDAC init and shutdown case mem leak

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27897

FireDAC using SQLite is incompatible with the

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-18329

into the buffer
sql lite where fieldName !='a' Invalid character
found

Firebase Cloud Messaging SDKs on iOS
LiveBindings don't update ListView after MemTable Data,
sort

Data\LiveBindings

LiveBindings bug with DataSet and active index

Data,

RSP-21132
RSP-14089

Data\LiveBindings,
VCL
C++ "Hello World" win64 application don't show

Debugger

RSB-3591

PhoneDailer sample raises exception

Demos

RSP-24621

Some of the C++ sample projects

Demos

RSP-21799

Demos

RSB-2811

message under debugger

(CameraComponent for example) get version info
error
[4361] AudioRecPlay
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[4361] CameraRoll Sample Error

Demos

RSB-2810

[4361] AccessCamera Sample Error

Demos

RSB-2809

[Demo] This link in the camera FMX example

Demos

RSP-21378

[macOS 64] TWebBrowser broken

FireMonkey

RSB-3582

Bug in rendering ListView items

FireMonkey

RSP-27917

Android TMemo does not change the string when

FireMonkey

RSB-3555

FireMonkey

RSB-3527

FireMonkey

RSB-3526

FireMonkey

RSB-3514

windows 10 also shuts down the program

typing after selecting the string.
[macOS 64] Unacceptable text rendering when
GlobalUseMetal = true
[macOS 64] Canvas.DrawBitmap is broken when
GlobalUseMetal = true
Failed to connect to a PAServer on OSX

InputQuery on iOS should not show first prompt as FireMonkey

RSP-27777

message when using two prompts
Usage descriptions that could be added for macOS

FireMonkey

RSP-25593

Inner borders drawn on TEdit, TCombo, TButton,

FireMonkey

RSP-24392

Rio officially only support Android 5+ but minSDK is FireMonkey

RSP-23219

TLabel ......
19 (4.4) which has problems
TPushDeviceTokenData must contain the NSData of FireMonkey

RSP-21539

the token
FMX.Canvas.TextToPath() on Android behaves

FireMonkey

RSP-21137

FireMonkey

RSP-19037

Toggling Active state of TCameraComponent causes FireMonkey

RSP-16812

differently to Windows
TBindNavigator::Visible property does not compile
in C++
app to crash
OpenGL we always recreate the shared context just FireMonkey

RSP-16602

after the form is created
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TEdit ValidChars doesn't work on Android

FireMonkey

RSP-16585

Performance optimizations -

FireMonkey,

RSP-10814

TStyledControl.FindStyleResource

FireMonkey\Styles

BannerAd header error on Windows targeted

FireMonkey, Install

RSP-20929

SDK Manager with macOSX 10.15.4 not working

IDE

RSP-27927

Manage Platform window is half-sized.

IDE

RSB-3569

After a search not found, the search window is half IDE

RSB-3566

android project

sized
Error on Search from IDE

IDE

RSP-27829

Delphi reported a disconnected session error after I IDE

RSP-27796

started to run my program
Application error , Exception EAccessViolation

IDE

RSP-27790

TListBoxItem Tag values set at design time do not

IDE

RSP-27787

IDE flickering

IDE

RSB-3340

Code editor flickers when changing focus

IDE

RSB-3339

Title bar issue

IDE

RSB-3336

Save changes to project popup, blanks out

IDE

RSB-3331

IDE

RSP-24424

Cannot delete nonexistent SDK

IDE

RSP-22986

Event Log Colours are not used

IDE

RSP-19630

Inisght confused by Invoke

IDE

RSP-19294

CTRL+SPACE not working after some time

IDE, IDE\General

RSP-14803

Cannot edit a form which has a StackPanel in a

IDE, VCL

RSP-26440

Install, Translation

RSB-1946

carry through to runtime

background
Dragging an Editor Tab to re-position Next to
Another one causes error

parent form
Serial number screen misses some German
translations
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Android Linker

Linker

RSP-22092

ilink64 incorrectly sets SizeOfHeaders

Linker

RSP-18823

Unable to link (LME288 / unknown heap name)

Linker

RSP-13247

Using std::unique_ptr with an array gives an error

RTL, RTL\C++,

RSP-27936

RTL\C++\STL
Starting and ending boundaries for a multi part

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27968

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27821

GetMemoryErrorHandlingCapabilities is incorrectly RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27365

content does not match
JSON Writer does not Escape all characters below
32 correctly
defined
System.Threading needs attention

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-3276

Missing constants for Windows JobApi.

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-2872

Wrong CreateJobObject declaration on

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-2871

DWRITE_FONT_METRICS - wrong field types

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-24548

AV on finalizing TThreadPool

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-23874

Wrong Declaration in Winapi.Direct3D8

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-21081

Bad declaration of 'EnumServicesStatus'

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-20075

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-19891

Add parameter AMinTimeToWait to ForceQueue to RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-19864

Winapi.Windows unit.

(Winaip.WinSvc.pas)
add wglSwapIntervalEXT to Winapi.OpenGLext.pas
delay the execution of code without creating a
thread
isRegisteredForRemoteNotifications missing from

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-18670

Windows "secur32.dll" api

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-18196

Declaration of GetNumaNodeProcessorMask is

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-18106

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-17159

uiApplication

wrong
Make ReportMemoryLeaksOnShutdown work for
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Android out of the box
Add _PROCESS_MEMORY_COUNTERS_EX Support

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-1863

Wrong declaration of "ID3DInclude" in

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-16623

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-16622

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-16236

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-16235

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-15597

Inappropriate parameter declaration about Thread RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-18439

Winapi.D3DCommon
ID3D11ShaderReflection in Winapi.D3D11Shader
has wrong GUID
SHCreateShellItemArray is declared incorrectly in
Winapi.ShlObj
SHARDAPPIDINFOIDLIST is declared incorrectly in
Winapi.ShlObj

TJFMXTextEditorProxy
INPUT_NUMBER_AND_PUNCTUATION is mapped
incorrectly
Pool Functions in Winapi.Windows.pas

RTL\Delphi\Header
Translations

TStringList and IndexOfObject issue

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-27893

RTL\Delphi\List/Collect
ions
Non-thread-safe code in System.Threading.pas

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-24031

RTL\Delphi\Threads
Task created using TParallel.Join is executed again

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-20590

when exception is raised

RTL\Delphi\Threads

System Units are not found

RTL\Delphi

RSB-3579

System.Net.Mime disobeys the standard for

RTL\Delphi\Net

RSP-27964

Virtual Image List editor resizing

VCL

RSP-27941

TListItem.SetCaption() should compare against

VCL

RSB-3584

multipart content type

member fCaption and not use getter
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Inconsistent Scaled property for TVirtualImageList

VCL

RSB-3571

VCL

RSB-3537

VCL

RSB-3521

main menu issue with vcl styles enabled

VCL

RSP-27783

OnBeforeMonitorDpiChanged and

VCL

RSP-27233

VCL

RSP-26298

VCL

RSP-26011

VCL

RSP-25579

VCL

RSP-25561

VCL

RSP-23906

VCL

RSP-23900

VCL

RSP-21752

CreateMessageDialog lack high dpi support

VCL

RSP-21237

TFileTypeItem misses Assign method

VCL

RSP-14904

and TCustomImageList
Menus with VCL Themes in high dpi do not display
correctly
[Regression] Vcl controls on TToolbar do not paint
correctly with themes (works in R103)

OnAfterMonitorDpiChanged events don't have
overrideable methods
Themed application does not always redraw
screens when size changed at run time
TWinControl.GetCurrentPPIScreen returns wrong
PPI for MDI children on dual monitor setup
API:GetPhysicallyInstalledSystemMemory Defined
wront
The value of WParamLo of WM_MOUSEWHEEL is
incorrect
TCustomForm ignores setting position and
dimensions if parent is not assigned
TCustomForm.ScaleForPPI raises exeception
"Control has no parent window"
TToolBar Disarranges The order of the buttons
( TSpeedButton ) when you run the Scaleby
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List of Bugs Fixed in previous Beta (build 8912, March
21st, 2020)
This is a partial list of bugs fixed up to March 21st , 2020.
Summary
LocationSensor giving error on Android
"typedef union" causes internal compiler error

Component/s
Compiler,
Compiler\C++

RSB-3499

Compiler,
Compiler\C++

[bcc64 Error] ICE: Internal compiler error: 0 @

Compiler,

00000000

Compiler\C++

64-bit builds crash with threads

ExternalID

RSP-27616
RSP-27490

Compiler,
Compiler\C++

RSP-27180

ICE: Internal compiler error: 0 @ 00000000 because Compiler,
of pointer initialization in header

Compiler\C++

RSP-26068

Compiler,

std_iterator.h bug

Compiler\C++

RSP-25537

Abnormal Program Termination when Package

Compiler,

throws exception after structure { double;

Compiler\C++,

UnicodeString; } was declared on stack

Compiler\C++\CLANG RSP-26513

Working with 20+ beacons and 10hz transmissions
will crash the TBeacon in the background

Compiler,
Compiler\C++,
FireMonkey, RTL\C++

RSP-19073

Compiler,

iOS with SDK 13.2

Compiler\Delphi

Window error running an android application

RSP-27851

Compiler,
Compiler\Delphi

RSP-27720

Localized VCL program starts up in English, even if

Compiler,

other language is default

Compiler\Delphi

RSP-20979

IDE freezes

Compiler,

RSP-14877
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Compiler\Delphi
[ClientDataSet] Couldn't insert few records within a
single transaction
FireDAC init and shutdown case mem leak
[FireDAC, MySQL v8] MySQL, storedproc that
returns some cursors fails

Data
Data, Data\FireDAC
Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-15061
RSP-27897
RSP-27742

FireDac with mySQL 8.0.18 update problems

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27664

Unit 'FireDAC.VCLUI.Wait' not found.

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-15140

IDE is throwing emsedge250.bpl error after manual
Indy installation
Debugger hangs after expression evaluation
TContextMetal is not in the interface section of
FMX.Context.Metal
[macOS 64] Fatal crash if TButton.Text contains
certain symbols
Label containing a #13 get an exception
TTreeView expanding items during begin update
does not work
Firemomkey - android. Onkeyup event not called
TGestureEventInfo.Distance wrong on multimonitor
system
Can't link xcode9.4 build Static Library framework in
firemonkey
Using Metal instead of OpenGL on Mac / iOS
TCheckCell.DrawCell should place CheckBox image
into center of cell
Toggling Active state of TCameraComponent causes
app to crash

Data\MEAP
Debugger
FireMonkey
FireMonkey
FireMonkey
FireMonkey
FireMonkey
FireMonkey
FireMonkey
FireMonkey
FireMonkey
FireMonkey

RSP-20491
RSP-24131
RSB-3529
RSB-3518
RSB-3510
RSP-27739
RSP-27496
RSP-21326
RSP-21247
RSP-20667
RSP-17083
RSP-16812

macOS32 codesigning fails

IDE

RSB-3523

Instance of Class TEditSource has a dangling

IDE

RSB-3520
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reference count of 2
open new Project No response

IDE

RSP-27824

IDE and application freeze

IDE

RSP-27786

Crash complete after close

IDE

RSP-27696

Static library project includes Application settings

IDE

RSP-25909

Opacity fails in FMX TRectangle

IDE

RSP-24681

Stack Overflow when navigating source

IDE

RSP-24045

Two new features for GetIt Package Manager

IDE

RSP-23926

Docked panel title bar buttons lack hover highlight

IDE

RSB-2310

Cannot edit a form which has a StackPanel in a
parent form
VCL frames that have Align set to alClient lose their
designed Height and Width in the IDE

IDE, VCL
IDE, VCL

RSP-26440
RSP-19863

DUnitX is out of date

Install

RSB-3507

Android Linker

Linker

RSP-22092

Running macOS applications from the IDE do not
appear to have entitlements applied
Deploy for Appstrore MISS Debug Information
System.AnsiStrings exposes AdjustLineBreaks
without overload
DateTimeToXMLTime fails

PAServer
RTL, RTL\C++
RTL, RTL\Delphi
RTL, RTL\Delphi

Unnecessary declaration of E_NOINTERFACE in
TInterfacedPersistent.QueryInterface
Indy misses 4 new .inc files

RTL, RTL\Delphi
RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27313
RSP-19542
RSB-3528
RSP-27865
RSP-27856
RSB-3505

Newly introduced methods in TRttiType
GetNamedObject and GetObjectList should not use RTL, RTL\Delphi
reference to function

RSB-3504

DUnitX OutOfMemory in 64-Bit

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27815

[Android] libFlatBox2D.a for 64-bits is missing

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27762
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Method CreateFormFromStings spelling mistake

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27358

Does not work Cancel in TParallel.Join

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-23266

System.AnsiStrings AdjustLineBreaks not exported

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-21947

Wrong import functions in Winapi.UserEnv

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-20889

THash.DigestAsString terribly slow and badly
implemented
If task is canceled then the TTask.WaitForAllmethod is finished before the task is finished
system.internal.unwinder.pas is missing a const
keyword

RTL, RTL\Delphi
RTL, RTL\Delphi
RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-19799
RSP-19435
RSP-19017

TTask.WaitForAll crashes if timeout is INFINITE

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-16377

API Headers for credui.dll

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-16038

ELocalTimeInvalid if you call
TTimeZone.ToUniversalTime depending on local

RTL, RTL\Delphi

timezone

RSP-15021

Empty dates cause an exception when DST is off

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

when using TTimeZone class

RTL\Delphi\Date/Time RSP-18396

miss setTextContainerInset and textContainerInset
in UITextView

RTL, RTL\Delphi,
RTL\Delphi\Header
Translations

[MacOS] Incorrect NSUserNotification declaration
causes an exception

RTL, RTL\Delphi,
RTL\Delphi\Header
Translations

real_pcre_extra in System.RegularExpressionsAPI
bad in 64bit compile

RSP-18314

RSP-18136

RTL, RTL\Delphi,
RTL\Delphi\Header
Translations

RSP-18107

NotificationCenter.CancelNotification always delete RTL, RTL\Delphi,
only the first

RTL\Delphi\Other

TNetEncoding.URL.Encode(4-btyes utf8) is incorrect
Fix spelling for IOTAPAckageServices in ToolsAPI

RSP-24008

RTL, RTL\Delphi,
RTL\Delphi\Strings

RSP-26520

RTL\Delphi

RSB-3509
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Correct Type Cast of Soap Data
ESOAPHTTPException property StatusCode
removed in Delphi 10.3
Empty ImageName must leave ImageIndes as is
TButtonGroup.CheckImageIndexes does invalid
type cast

SOAP
SOAP
VCL
VCL

RSP-26554
RSP-23432
RSB-3533
RSB-3532

OnBeforeMonitorDpiChanged and
OnAfterMonitorDpiChanged events don't have

VCL

overrideable methods

RSP-27233

TGroupBox misaligns subcontrols in Per-Montior
setups
Wrongly premultiplied TWICImage when assigning a
Bitmap with aDefined
TListView.OwnerDataStateChange() - OldState &
NewState arguments swapped
Themed application does not always redraw
screens when size changed at run time
TCustomStatusBar.DrawPanel() is not called when
VCL style is active
TMenuItem Measure event doesn't calculate correct
default height
TToolBar does not allow Menu items to use
Screen.Font
Per-monitor-DPI issue with THintWindow
TCategoryPanelGroup Panels do not scale as
expected on a DPI change
Hint font size incorrect after DPI change with DPI
Awareness = Per Monitor v2
Allow form border width to be customized at
runtime when using VCL styles
Mainmenu is doubled after hiding a submenu

VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL
VCL

RSP-26988
RSP-26621
RSP-26387
RSP-26298
RSP-26101
RSP-25940
RSP-25939
RSP-25566
RSB-3015
RSP-24541
RSP-24479
RSP-24472
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Incorrect drawing of scaled TComboBox if Style =
csSimple
TCustomForm ignores setting position and
dimensions if parent is not assigned
TCustomForm.ScaleForPPI raises exeception
"Control has no parent window"

VCL
VCL
VCL

RSP-24036
RSP-23906
RSP-23900

Add option to enable Extended UI for TComboBox

VCL

RSP-23887

Mainmenu cannot be unhidden when themed

VCL

RSP-23830

TListView with OwnerDraw set to true causes
Stream Read Error exception when setting column

VCL

text

RSP-23553

Code written in OnCreate() event executes after
form is visible when Windows scale is above 100%

VCL

RSP-23179

[VCL] on win64 win2008r2 can not list ImeName

VCL

RSP-21669

TControl.ScaleConstraints() is faulty

VCL

RSP-21162

Adding Jump items at incorrect locations in
Vcl.JumpList.pas
PopupActionBar wrong position if running on
secondary monitor
Access Violation with TToolButton

VCL
VCL
VCL

RSP-21134
RSP-21011
RSP-19806

List of Bugs Fixed in previous Beta (build 8743,
March 5th, 2020)
This is a partial list of bugs fixed up to March 5th , 2020.
Summary

Component/s

Cannot step into method when debugging an Compiler, Compiler\C++

ExternalID
RSP-27684

application
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The problem with thread_local (or __thread)

Compiler, Compiler\C++

RSP-27126

std::put_time ISO8601 formatted date output Compiler, Compiler\C++

RSP-26578

variable in dll compiled for Win64 in RAD
Studio 10.3.3
support via %F is currently broken.
Problem with struct inside struct in C

Compiler, Compiler\C++

RSP-26442

"clang" exited with code -1073741819. (delete Compiler, Compiler\C++

RSP-26261

compiler
<property>)
Template with property can cause compiler

Compiler, Compiler\C++

RSP-23033

Compiler, Compiler\C++

RSP-18428

Abnormal Program Termination when

Compiler, Compiler\C++,

RSP-26513

Package throws exception after structure

Compiler\C++\CLANG

error MSB6006. (delete <property>)
10.2 Tokyo clang dfm xxx is not a valid
integer value

{ double; UnicodeString; } was declared on
stack
Linker reports unresolved externals, when

Compiler, Compiler\C++,

compiling with bcc32c compiler

Compiler\C++\CLANG

clang32 has serious problems

Compiler, Compiler\C++,

RSP-19919
RSP-14923

Compiler\C++\CLANG
bcc32c compiler crashes due compilation

Compiler, Compiler\C++,

RSP-20020

Compiler\C++\CLANG,
Compiler\C++\CLANG\Fro
nt End
Program with <chrono> compiles in 10.1 but Compiler, Compiler\C++,
not 10.2

RSP-17775

Compiler\C++\CLANG,
RTL\C++\STL

F2084 Internal Error:

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-27758

AV00000000(09DF0000)-R00000000-0
Compiler error misspells "inaccessible"

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-27355
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Case statement behavior is strange with

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-27203

LLVM-based Delphi compiler
case' statement does not work with DWORD

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-26425

values on Linux 64bit
Inline variables don't work with anonymous

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-3311

methods
For/in loop can leak TEnumerator in Linux64 Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-26257
and macOS64
Operator of generic record cannot be inlined Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-26003
in generic methods
Compilation Error. System Path is probably

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-23908

corrupt!
Incorrect declaration of record Assign

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2783

operator compiles
Discrepancy in copy constructor handling

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2780

DCC322 and DCC64.
[REGRESSION] Parameterless constructors

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2762

are not automatically invoked for M-records
initialized using overloaded operator Assign
[REGRESSION] Overloading of

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2760

copy/converting constructors no longer
works
[Regression] Unnecessary InitializeRecord

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2751

and CopyRecord calls before implicit
overload
Win64: M-record as fifth parameter is

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2733

accessed wrongly
Inline declared record variable accepts right

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2706

hand value because of constructor with
matching parameter
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Inline assignment of record variable does not Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2705
consider implicit operator overload
Default ctor not called record when declared Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2704
inline
Adding the inline directive to a function that

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2687

converts a negative SmallInt value to Word
affects the function's result
M-record constructor not called if used as

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2655

inline for-in variable
Calls to System.New for M-records are not

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2642

optimized
Calls to System.Dispose for M-record

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2640

pointers are not optimized
Copy constructors are not called for M-

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2635

records declared in-line using type inference
Calls to System.Finalize for M-records are not Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2606
optimized
Invalid hints for private implicit ctors/dtors in Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2581
Managed Records
For managed variables, declared at lower

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2447

levels, the top-level implicit TRY-FINALLY
block is unnecessarily added
[10.2 REGRESSION] Premature finalisation of Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-21353
unused managed results of inlined calls
inline generates slow code when result is a

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2322

managed type
When IF-THEN-ELSE branches become NOPs, Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-21194
the condition evaluation is not eliminated,
even when it has no side effects
Record constructor with only default

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2055

parameter(s) should not raise error
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Default constructor is called even when

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSB-2054

explicit constructor is called on managed
record
Delphi inline usage causes 'F2084 internal

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-21028

error'
Compiler unable to recognize array of string

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-20046

in for... in do expression
H2077 inside try finally block with goto

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-19110

"Finalize" not accepts procedure type

Compiler, Compiler\Delphi RSP-18448

variable as parameter.
Access violation when calling an inherited

Compiler,

RSP-23939

function with an open array parameter in Rio Compiler\Delphi,
Compiler\Delphi\CodeGen
incorrect breakpoint points

Compiler,

RSP-23280

Compiler\Delphi,
Debugger
The SQL REFRESH statement of the

Data

RSP-21049

Data, Data\ADO

RSP-27626

Some difficulty using amazon sqs

Data, Data\Cloud

RSP-27429

Missing AWS locations like Canada,

Data, Data\Cloud

RSP-26246

Data, Data\Cloud

RSP-23172

Data, Data\Cloud

RSP-19517

Data, Data\DBCtrls, VCL

RSP-27667

TIBUpdateSQL component is incorrect
Can't get the ADO Field Editor
windows/popup to launch. It has not worked
in any of the installed versions.

Stockholm, Bahrain
TAmazonStorageService.DeleteObject()
should determine bucket location if the
BucketRegion is not specified
TAmazonPopulator.GetFiles() should raise
exception on error
Indicator in TDBGrid is not scaled under DPI
Awareness
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TDBGrid Indicator Bitmaps are not scaled

Data, Data\DBCtrls, VCL

RSP-26052

Null and empty string in TWideMemoField

Data, Data\DBRtl

RSP-27730

Make TDBImage.LoadPicture virtual

Data, Data\DBRtl,

RSP-26541

with High DPI

RTL\Delphi
Memory leak and truncated string result

Data, Data\DBX

RSP-13821

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27745

FDConnection Database name with blanks

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27740

BCD overflow with aggregate field

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27566

FireDAC PostgreSQL driver does not support Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27532

when executing DB Stored Procedure
[Firedac][Phys][ODBC][sqlncli11.dll]
SQL_ERROR' with TFDStoredProc

`hstore` type
TFDFBNBackup dosen´t backp to a UNC Path Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27517

FireDac FDEventAlerter AEventName &

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27502

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27471

TFDTable.locate generate access violation

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27444

FireDAC incorrectly copies NULL values in

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27428

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27421

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27400

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27391

[FireDAC][Phys] Syntax Error parsing escaped Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27104

AArgument are empty
FiraDAC do not work since Microsoft Office
2016 Update ( MDB - Database )

CopyDataSet method
Access Violation when deleting from
disconnected TFDQuery
TFDMemTable.CopyDataSet copy Unicode
string as AnsiString
TFDEventAlerter (with postgres 10.0). Access
violation and empty parameters
JSON
FireDAC TFDSQLiteBackup doesn't clean up

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27093

WAL and SHM files in 10.3 Rio
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Bug in FireDAC TFDEventAlerter component

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27080

TFDTable cannot fetch indexes if hyphen is

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-27063

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-26970

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-26645

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-26625

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-26340

Data, Data\FireDAC

RSP-26055

Data, Data\IBX

RSP-27404

Data, Data\IBX

RSP-26997

TIBInputDelimitedFile BatchInput fails

Data, Data\IBX

RSP-26984

[IBX] TIBQuery->BatchOutput fails on multi-

Data, Data\IBX

RSP-18710

Data, Data\LiveBindings

RSP-21279

Data, Data\LiveBindings

RSP-18988

Streamline LiveBinding Support Of Booleans Data, Data\LiveBindings

RSP-17155

present in database name with MS-SQL
Unable to use not equal clause <> in
TFDLocalSQL statement
[FireDAC] Incorrect "Data too large for
variable" exception against Postgres
FireDAC: Access violation with command
execution and nvarchar(max) columns
[FireDAC.Phys.IBWrapper] add support for
Firebird3 isc_info_sql_explain_plan in
TIBStatement
FireDAC - PostgreSQL - No function
PQbackendPID and other
same declarations in different units with
different parameters
[IBX] XSQLDA-Index außerhalb des gültigen
Bereichs.

line string fields
Unnecessary creation of lists and heap
allocations
LiveBinding' CustomFormat stop working always return 0
From/To String/Boolean/Integer/Float
TLinkGridToDataSource.AutoActivate works

Data, Data\LiveBindings

RSP-17037

Data, Data\LiveBindings

RSP-15285

only at design time
Data.Bind.EngExt doesn't clean up properly
in UnregisterMethods
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LiveBindings expert is throwing an EAccess

Data, Data\LiveBindings

RSP-14761

TField DisplayWidth & Property Not Honored Data, Data\LiveBindings

RSP-12905

Violation when creating a new data source
In TGrid
Error formatting the TDateColumn with

Data, Data\LiveBindings,

LiveBindings on Mac Os 64 bit

FireMonkey

Column index,1 out of bounds

Data, Data\LiveBindings,

RSP-27237
RSP-23941

FireMonkey
FMX relationship TClientDataSet TGrid

Data, Data\LiveBindings,

program

FireMonkey

Access violation in dclbindcomp250.bpl when Data, Data\LiveBindings,
opeing a project

FireMonkey

Live Bindings Master/ Detail problem in

Data, Data\LiveBindings,

FireMonkey

FireMonkey

When using BindingsList, The number in the

Data, Data\LiveBindings,

edit box is not inserted or updated after

FireMonkey, VCL

RSP-23224
RSP-18445
RSP-16255
RSP-21412

submission when the mouse clicks the up or
down button of TUpDown (FMX / TSpinBox)
RAD Server Head Requests To Endpoints

Data, Data\MEAP

RSB-3033

Data, Data\Midas

RSP-27743

Data, Data\REST

RSB-3478

Data, Data\REST

RSP-26585

Data, Data\REST

RSP-26497

Return 500 Errors
A TClientDataset, with active aggregate(s),
fails when Dataset Index is switched to a
different index which is Non-Unique
RESTDebugger & RESTClient class: missing
http headers
REST Debugger should remember last used
load/save directory
Server cookies retrieval not possible using
TRESTClient/REST.HttpClient (Also in
RESTDebugger)
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TRESTClient invalid handling of default

Data, Data\REST

RSP-24197

Unable to set the Connect and Read timeouts Data, Data\REST

RSP-23485

parameters
separately on TRestClient
JSON serialization changes identifier

Data, Data\REST, RTL

RSP-9650

Debugger

RSP-27458

Debuger 'freezes' on Iphone 11 Pro

Debugger

RSB-3416

CPU window broken for macOS64

Debugger

RSB-2919

capitalization
Android64 debugging not working with
spaces in the project path

Debugger hangs after expression evaluation Debugger

RSP-24131

local variable not available

Debugger

RSP-21126

Can't debug dynamic-load DLL

Debugger

RSP-21055

Incorrect file used when debugging generic

Debugger

RSP-18927

Demos

RSP-19570

TeeResou.res missing on Android64

File Delivery

RSP-27663

Bad TLabel text rendering quality on some

FireMonkey

RSP-27520

FireMonkey

RSP-27496

FireMonkey

RSP-27470

FireMonkey

RSP-27228

FMX.Tmediaplayer.Duration is negative.

FireMonkey

RSP-27166

Any iOS app cannot start without debugger

FireMonkey

RSP-27146

Android 64 bit app crashes when calling

FireMonkey

RSP-27140

class types in Delphi
HttpDownloadDemo: Sample link does not
more exist

Android devices
Firemomkey - android. Onkeyup event not
called
FMX.TListBoxGroupHeader - default FALSE
value in TextSettings.WordWrap not works
InAppPurchase.QueryProducts crash App in
Android64

TInAppPurchase.QueryProducts
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DateEdit onEnter called too late

FireMonkey

RSB-3486

[macOS 64] Crash due to a tap with three

FireMonkey

RSP-26642

TBitmapCodecManager.SaveToFile raises AV FireMonkey

RSP-26363

TLayout Size 0 is not persistent

FireMonkey

RSP-26361

TDateEdit IsEmpty is not persistent

FireMonkey

RSP-26353

TCurrencyColumn wrong display

FireMonkey

RSP-26184

TPopup and TScrollBox is not working well

FireMonkey

RSP-26042

fmx gpu rendering text property bug

FireMonkey

RSP-25974

Tab Stops do not follow Tab Order

FireMonkey

RSP-25964

Crash when starting camera 64-bit macOS

FireMonkey

RSB-3004

AV in TFMXViewBase.insertText

FireMonkey

RSP-24409

TCalendar OnDateSelected trigger loop

FireMonkey

RSP-24324

Access violation on TEdit when

FireMonkey

RSP-24246

FireMonkey

RSP-24168

FireMonkey

RSP-23890

FireMonkey

RSP-23835

FireMonkey

RSP-23299

FireMonkey

RSP-23062

TMemo crash triggered by EndUpdate during FireMonkey

RSP-22948

fingers

TEdit.ShowHint=True and there is text in
TEdit.Hint and you tap on it
MapView.OnMarkerDragEnd does not give
new position
Popup menu closes when clicking on item
separator and on disabled items.
Tooltips and hints do not function for
controls placed on layout containers
Android TNumberbox: onExit gets wrong
value
Hints stop displaying after form's handle
recreation
destruction
TakeFotoFromCameraAction property

FireMonkey

RSP-21921

Editable doesn't work
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Ignoring value

FireMonkey

RSP-21821

Dont remove "Translation Tools" (FireMonkey FireMonkey

RSP-21641

TComboTrackBar.DecimalDigits in runtime
TLang)
Integer overflow in FMX.InertialMovement

FireMonkey

RSB-2555

FireMonkey

RSP-21326

FireMonkey

RSP-21249

FireMonkey

RSP-21247

FireMonkey

RSP-21188

FireMonkey

RSP-20651

Multi-point gradients fail

FireMonkey

RSP-20497

Add IIsChecked interface to TSpeedButton

FireMonkey

RSP-20411

Add IIsChecked interface to TMenuItem

FireMonkey

RSP-20410

Add IIsChecked interface to TRadioButton

FireMonkey

RSP-20374

VisualBindings is Slow, should be improved

FireMonkey

RSP-20325

TGrid.OnSetValue evoke twice when click

FireMonkey

RSP-20125

FireMonkey

RSP-20112

FireMonkey

RSP-20095

The size of the TTextLayout text displayed by FireMonkey

RSP-19590

(TAniCalculations FUpdateTimerCount)
TGestureEventInfo.Distance wrong on
multimonitor system
Invalid assumption in
TTextLayoutNG.CreateFrame
Can't link xcode9.4 build Static Library
framework in firemonkey
OnResize event is triggered before
(Frame)Create is complete
Androidapi.JNIBridge source appears to be
misaligned with binaries

TCheckCell
Cant get Caret position from mouse in
TMemo
TCurrencyColumn for TGrid does not work
properly
TTextLayout::ConvertToPath and
TTextLayout::LenderLayout is different.
Add TToolbar ShowHint & ParentShowHint

FireMonkey

RSP-19507
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SharedHint Issue/Crash on mobile devices

FireMonkey

RSP-19479

GDI Leaks at FMX.Memo.Win

FireMonkey

RSP-19474

Hint on TSpeedButton Result Segmentation

FireMonkey

RSP-19306

Regarding Control's ClipChildren property

FireMonkey

RSP-18795

Regarding Hint problem again

FireMonkey

RSP-18265

Push Notifications from FCM in an Android

FireMonkey

RSP-18006

FireMonkey

RSP-17835

Fault

Service and iOS
Pan and Zoom gestures cannot be used
simultaneously in Android
Exception when setting the text property of a FireMonkey

RSB-1753

TLabel if the text contains a line feed
character
Memory Leak in TTextLayoutNG from

FireMonkey

RSP-16664

FireMonkey

RSP-16590

FireMonkey

RSP-16430

Hints not shown when BorderIcons maximize FireMonkey

RSP-16240

FMX.TextLayout.GPU
Delphi 10.1 Berlin FireMonkey (Mobile
platform) - English and Chinese characters
arrangement proble
TTetheringAppProfile.SendStream() doesn't
return false if the transmission failed
everytime
is disabled.
Disabling FMX Border Icon cause tips to not

FireMonkey

RSP-13663

FMX Hint

FireMonkey

RSP-13220

CameraControl freezes on all windows

FireMonkey

RSP-11625

FMX and VCL default exception handlers

FireMonkey

RSP-9539

be displayed

produce uninformative error messages with
EAggregateException (as raised by ITask.Wait
etc.)
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Circular references when using 3D controls

FireMonkey,

RSP-9785

FireMonkey\3D
Components
Hint is not shown if there is no Maximize

FireMonkey,

button in form frame

FireMonkey\Components

C++Builder 10 Seattle - Hint function will fail

FireMonkey,

RSP-13218
RSP-13065

FireMonkey\Components
FMX Hint Cannot display if the form is

FireMonkey,

transparent

FireMonkey\Components

provider_paths.xml is missing entries

FireMonkey,

RSP-12907
RSP-26950

FireMonkey\Runtime
TApplicationEvent.WillBecomeInactive is

FireMonkey,

called after

FireMonkey\Runtime

RSP-18686

TApplicationEvent.EnteredBackground for
the Android platform
classes.dex contains superfluous

FireMonkey,

RSP-13159

gingerbread dialog classes

FireMonkey\Runtime

LongTap gesture event in Android has no

FireMonkey, IDE

RSP-23806

FireMonkey, VCL

RSP-27543

FireMonkey, VCL

RSP-21531

build all - crashes IDE eventually

Help and Doc, IDE

RSP-23123

IDE and application freeze

IDE

RSP-27786

GetIt finds no results for "C++"

IDE

RSP-27759

Android deployment uncheck problem

IDE

RSP-27756

Editor scrollbar is not working

IDE

RSP-27531

last character in Value in ObjectInspector not IDE

RSP-27350

TInteractiveGestureFlag.gfEnd
Replace Internet Explorer based
TWebBrowser with IWebView2
Light and dark theme flag for VCL and FMX
styles

show
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Debugger options contains an needlessly

IDE

RSP-27190

IDE

RSP-27091

IDE fails to respond or display correctly. High IDE

RSP-27070

scrollable area
IDE drawing issues with theming enabled
CPU usage.
Add Run Time Packages Dialog is not Themed IDE

RSP-26973

(no Dark Style)
Incorrect search bar position in IDE Editing

IDE

RSP-26626

IDE

RSB-3424

Radiant shapes does not drop on Android 64 IDE

RSB-3418

Option set dialog
[License Manager] Exception EOSError in
module rtl250.bpl at 00052A2F. System Error.
Code: 111
bit project, but does compile and run
Undocked layout: Object inspector has no

IDE

RSB-3353

IDE

RSB-3310

IDE

RSP-26318

IDE

RSP-25911

IDE

RSP-25909

Cannot open a file

IDE

RSP-25653

Tools/Options/Language/Delphi/-

IDE

RSB-2932

IDE

RSP-24601

IDE

RSP-24469

title bar and as such is unmovable
Debug Inspector Shows 'PanelMain' panel
caption when smallest vertical size
D10.3.2 Error Reading Form and Access
violation
[macOS 64] Ticket stapling fails during
notarization
Static library project includes Application
settings

options/Library combo boxes are truncated
Ctrl+A not supported when editing property
values in the Object Inspector
GetIt keyboard scrolling looks badly
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Update Local File Cache of SDK Manager is a IDE

RSP-24460

system modal dialog, not application modal
IDE Insight - existing text not preselected

IDE

RSP-24437

Deploy option on Project menu must be

IDE

RSP-24282

IDE

RSP-24186

Ctrl-Space work as Ctrl-J

IDE

RSP-24078

Stack Overflow when navigating source

IDE

RSP-24045

Two new features for GetIt Package Manager IDE

RSP-23926

Code completion does not work inside

IDE

RSP-23252

IDE

RSP-23202

IDE

RSP-23006

QuickEdit still use 10.2 registry path

IDE

RSP-22904

Design issue of compiler options page

IDE

RSP-21796

Bring back double click to open a folder in

IDE

RSP-21689

Cursor out of view in options dialog

IDE

RSB-2838

Title bar controls move when switching

IDE

RSP-22237

SMHasher GetIt entry fails to install

IDE

RSP-20804

Dark theme not used for TODO List Panel

IDE

RSP-20511

IDE

RSP-20260

Dark theme is broken in Project->Add unit

IDE

RSP-20245

Cannot set TLIB page size for c++ package

IDE

RSP-20015

visible even if disabled
Project manager doesn't let you add COM
items to ActiveX library project

anonymous methods
Display clearly where the files are installed
with GetIt
In Object Inspector, some text entries not
fully visible

the Projects manager

desktop layout

background
Dark theme is broken in windows 'Select
Connection Profile'
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Code Completion shows unreachable

IDE

RSP-19184

Code completion fails to invoke

IDE

RSP-19116

Find in Files add Search in current one File

IDE

RSP-18120

Code Insight does not know generic type

IDE

RSP-17911

Code Insight does not know the current type IDE

RSP-17910

Code Completion not work [for completing a IDE

RSP-17659

symbols for TEncoding and TPath

parameters

unit in uses clause]
Please offer an option to turn off "Clipboard

IDE

RSP-16410

IDE

RSP-16327

Code completion awfully slow

IDE

RSP-15405

MacOS: entitlement for Bluetooth has to be

IDE, IDE\Build System

RSP-27234

IDE, IDE\General

RSP-27744

XE6 : Version Info option 'Auto generate build IDE, IDE\General

RSP-10027

History"
Cannot uninstall system design-time
packages (regression)

set manually
Invalid Pointer Operation.
number' gives wrong Seconds
Odd Look and Feel of the GetIt Package

IDE, IDE\GetIt

RSP-13895

IDE, IDE\Projects

RSB-3492

manager
New keystore generation causes crash,
unable to edit provisioning
GetIt: undescribed issue IDs (add description IDE, Install

RSP-25955

to error numbers)
Exception "Cannot assign a

IDE, VCL

RSB-2984

Image Collection Editor doesn't save changes IDE, VCL

RSB-2949

TVirtualImageListItem to a
TVirtualImageListItem"
after replacing an image
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TVirtualImageList does not allow to inherit a

IDE, VCL

RSP-23652

tstylemanager.StyleNames has some times a IDE, VCL

RSP-20643

form
wrong style list
Truncated tab caption

Install

RSB-3205

Unresolved externals when compiling with

Linker

RSP-21172

Win64 Link terminated if delayload enabled

Linker

RSP-15948

no Tethering on an PC with multiple devices

RTL

RSP-11716

TJSONPair missing a constructor

RTL, RTL\C++

RSP-23163

eof does not work in 64-bit target

RTL, RTL\C++, RTL\C++\I/O RSP-27082

[clang32/64] compiler errors on usage of

RTL, RTL\C++,

C++11 math functions in <cmath>

RTL\C++\Math

Using va_copy causes Access Violation when

RTL, RTL\C++,

compiled with clang 32/64

RTL\C++\Other

[C++17] Error using 'std::sample'

RTL, RTL\C++, RTL\C++\STL RSB-2998

std::basic_string is missing non const data()

RTL, RTL\C++, RTL\C++\STL RSP-23438

clang compiler

RSP-12160
RSP-27577

[Android] libFlatBox2D.a for 64-bits is missing RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27762

TGuid operator overloads should be marked RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27706

as inline
Optimize constructors of TStreamWriter and RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27670

TBinaryWriter
Win64 Multi tier application fails

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27376

TJsonSerializer Deserialiize uses

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27315

App crashing on Android 10 with targetSDK = RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27218

JsonConverterAttribute() where as Populate
doesn't
29 in AndroidManifest
AccessViolation on Const-ShortString

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-27112

Parameter in subroutine
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pidAllPlatforms is short of pidAndroid64Arm RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-3490

SOAP webservice client shows all SOAP faults RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-3487

as Internal server error (500)
Strange RTL dependencies

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-26378

[macOS 64] Wrong declarations in

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-26209

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-3227

Incorrect declarations in Winapi.D3D11.pas

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-25524

[REST.Json.Interceptors] InitializeConverters

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-24594

Add IsEmpty function to TGUID

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-24504

TCustomIniFile miss WriteInt64 and

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-24422

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-23711

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-23253

Weak references crash the application on exit RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-22897

Macapi.CocoaTypes
pidAllPlatforms doesn't contain
pidAndroid64Arm

have unfinished code

ReadInt64
Add default directive to Items property of
TJSONArray
TIBCustomDataSet and large data
when used with FastMM
System.AnsiStrings AdjustLineBreaks not

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-21947

Invalid Class TypeCast exception when access RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-21705

exported
null variant
Regression: An AV occurs on obtaining a

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-2758

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-2714

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSB-2678

managed record using the
TRttiProperty.GetValue function
Handling of tkMRecord still missing in
System.Rtti
Regression: Application Title double DPI
scaled with VCL styles
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System.TInstItem.Free using Dispose causes

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-20907

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-20334

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-20282

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-19933

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-19864

THash.DigestAsString terribly slow and badly RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-19799

error when using custom memory manager
The PUREPASCAL version of StrToFloat
erroneously uses IsDigit when parsing the
input and erroneously accepts non-latin
digits
FindCmdLineSwitch does not work with
empty Chars set
TimeInRange does not consider float
inaccuracy
Add parameter AMinTimeToWait to
ForceQueue to delay the execution of code
without creating a thread
implemented
system.internal.unwinder.pas is missing a

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-19017

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-16663

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-15689

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-15243

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-15043

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-15021

const keyword
Wrong calling conventions in
Winapi.D3D11.pas
Implement uniform memory management
on all platforms
Wrong typecast in
System.ObjAuto.TBaseMethodHandlerInstan
ce.Create() may cause EAccessViolation
CLONE TTetheringAppProfile.OnAcceptResource
gives wrong value in AProfileID parameter.
ALSO in Berlin 10.1
ELocalTimeInvalid if you call
TTimeZone.ToUniversalTime depending on
local timezone
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TIntegerHelper.ToString much slower than

RTL, RTL\Delphi

RSP-11176

Empty dates cause an exception when DST is RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-18396

IntToStr
off when using TTimeZone class

RTL\Delphi\Date/Time

Calling UIDevice::uniqueIdentifier causes an

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

access violation

RTL\Delphi\Header

RSP-15851

Translations
Generics.TList.List code breaking changes

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-27243

RTL\Delphi\List/Collection
s
Invalid expires time caused infinite loop in

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

THTTPClient

RTL\Delphi\Net

TNetHTTPClient.OnReceiveData and

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-27156
RSP-26403

TNetHTTPRequest.OnReceiveData cannot be RTL\Delphi\Net
associated with
TNetHTTPClient/TNetHTTPRequest
Security bug of Httpclient

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-23824

RTL\Delphi\Net
Implement Upload-Progress-Event for

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

TNetHTTPClient

RTL\Delphi\Net

JSON classes do not have virtual constructors RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-20543
RSP-18515

RTL\Delphi\Net
NotificationCenter.CancelNotification always RTL, RTL\Delphi,
delete only the first

RTL\Delphi\Other

TNetEncoding.URL.Encode(4-btyes utf8) is

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

incorrect

RTL\Delphi\Strings

TThread never gets freed/destroyed under

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

ARC POSIX

RTL\Delphi\Threads

Reloading Package SOAPRTL (app crash)

RTL, RTL\Delphi,

RSP-24008
RSP-26520
RSP-27245
RSP-26577

RTL\Delphi\Threads
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THTTPRIO calls ShowSelectCertificateDialog

RTL, RTL\Delphi, SOAP

RSP-27523

DateTimeToXMLTime fails assigning UTC time RTL, RTL\Delphi, SOAP

RSP-24149

also when no client certificate is required
to TXSDateTime
TXSBaseCustomDateTime.GetAsDateTime

RTL, RTL\Delphi, SOAP

RSP-17649

RTL, RTL\Delphi\Net

RSP-11247

RTL\Delphi

RSP-27715

RTL\Delphi

RSP-27705

InvokeImplGetter has non optimal code

RTL\Delphi

RSP-27702

TObject.GetInterface has non optimal code

RTL\Delphi

RSP-27701

(Soap.XSBuiltIns) is wrong for values near to
the daylight saving time
Force user and password credential on new
TNetHttpClient
Empty command line arguments crash
System.SysUtils.FindCmdLineSwitch on POSIX
TObject.GetInterfaceEntry has non optimal
code

THTTPClient.ContentType should ensure that RTL\Delphi\Net

RSP-27634

only one type can be set.
Delphi Android TNetHTTPClient

RTL\Delphi\Net

RSP-27307

Can I cancel a job of NetHTTPClient put

RTL\Delphi\Net

RSP-26495

TNetHTTPClient OnRequestError lacks error

RTL\Delphi\Net

RSP-23446

Support TLS 1.3 in TNetHTTPClient

RTL\Delphi\Net

RSP-23445

THTTPClient request can not be canceld

RTL\Delphi\Net

RSP-20827

System.net exception absorbing

SOAP

RSP-26989

SOAP-Exception not thrown correct

SOAP

RSP-26630

Missing the OnPostingData event in the

SOAP

RSP-26494

OnReceiveData freeze

code or exception object

ERemoteable exception (difference between
RIO and Berlin)

THTTPReqResp class
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Unable to set client certificate for all SOAP

SOAP

RSP-26414

SOAP

RSP-26210

THTTPReqResp.OnHttpError not exist

SOAP

RSP-25927

SOAP HTTPRIO range check error in

SOAP

RSP-25536

SOAP

RSP-24723

SOAP

RSP-24600

Missing property HTTPWebNode

SOAP

RSP-24311

10.3.1 Rio SOAP web services SendTimeout

SOAP

RSP-24184

SOAP

RSP-21850

HTTP clients (TStreamLoader)
UseDefaultCredentials can not be set in
THTTPReqResp

TSOAPDomConv.InitObjectFromSOAP
THTTPRIO.HTTPWebNode.SendTimeout
undefined?
Missing the SendTimeout property in the
THTTPReqResp class (unit
Soap.SOAPHTTPTrans)

property is missing.
WSDL import (TByteDynArray to
TArray<byte>)
INTAEditViewNotifier in ToolsAPI is missing a Tools API

RSP-27238

GUID
main menu issue with vcl styles enabled

VCL

RSP-27783

Communications problem with developer

VCL

RSP-27621

TFindDialog draws incorrectly in high-dpi

VCL

RSP-27549

VCL

RSP-26992

when VCL Style is active
TPageControl does not call its OwnerDraw
method when the application is Themed
Change pngimage Unit, so that CRC checking VCL

RSB-3348

of chunks can be turned off with a property
of TPNGImage
TListView.OwnerDataStateChange() -

VCL

RSP-26387

OldState & NewState arguments swapped
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TListItem.ImageIndex should have a virtual

VCL

RSP-26256

VCL

RSP-26101

VCL

RSP-25908

getter
TCustomStatusBar.DrawPanel() is not called
when VCL style is active
Add virtual GetCaption() to property
TListItem.Caption
TCategoryPanelGroup Panels do not scale as VCL

RSB-3015

expected on a DPI change
Allow form border width to be customized at VCL

RSP-24479

runtime when using VCL styles
Problems with TreeView High-DPI scaling

VCL

RSP-24440

TVirtualImageList DrawOverlay() not working VCL

RSP-24330

Make TCustomAction.GetImages() virtual

VCL

RSP-24313

A styled form with a minheight constraint

VCL

RSP-24117

VCL

RSP-24070

VCL

RSP-24064

Checkbox is too small on a scaled styled VCL VCL

RSP-24014

moves when resized.
TButtonedEdit: Image background not
transparent when styled
How to use Microsoft Edge Browser as
control in C++ builder
form
Maximized form size is incorrect when a style VCL

RSP-24013

is used
Caption font is not correct on a styled VCL

VCL

RSP-24012

TButtonGroup doesn't scale its buttons if dpi VCL

RSP-23794

app
changes
TCategoryButton does not scale correctly

VCL

RSP-23788

VCL.tabs TTabset does not render correctly

VCL

RSP-23775

VCL

RSP-23660

with themes/Styles enabled
TSplitView doesn't work correct on high DPI
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TListView with OwnerDraw set to true causes VCL

RSP-23553

Stream Read Error exception when setting
column text
Wrong sizes of some elements on hidpi and

VCL

RSP-21902

Vcl Styles do not DPI scale

VCL

RSB-2543

TDBNavigator in VCL High DPI button icon is

VCL

RSB-2477

VCL

RSP-21321

VCL

RSP-21318

Disabled TButton should show image grayed VCL

RSP-21240

styled forms

very small
VCL Theme owerdraw grids do not render
correctly on some machines
TIcon does not support PNG-format icons
and throws EOutOfResources
out
CreateMessageDialog lack high dpi support

VCL

RSP-21237

TSpeedButton and TBitButton should

VCL

RSP-21207

THeaderSections - add OnGetItemClass

VCL

RSP-20677

Access Violation with TToolButton

VCL

RSP-19806

Memory leak in

VCL

RSP-18962

tool form on TScrollBox is not movable when VCL

RSP-18590

support icons with alpha channel [add
TImageList support]

TFormStyleHook.WMNCCalcSize()
VclStyles are active
Restoring minimized form with TMainMenu

VCL

RSP-18262

VCL

RSP-16911

(VCL with Themes) impossible by double
clicking because system menu appears on
top
THeaderControl.OnDrawSection not fired
when themed
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Allow scaling of Caption and non-client area

VCL

RSP-16877

DPI-change (scale) after theme-change bug

VCL

RSP-16598

Titlebar wrong height 4K

VCL

RSP-16516

TStatus Bar when a VCL Style is applied

VCL

RSP-16079

VCL

RSP-14732

VCL

RSP-14287

VCL

RSP-13507

VCL

RSP-13461

VCL-Syles: In High-DPI Form Caption Height is VCL

RSP-12115

in HighDPI aware app

shows a grabber inappropriately.
Error diplaying Tab-images in styled
TPageControl
Popup menu drawn incorrectly on a styled
form when inside a frame
VCL styles don't scale properly under high
DPI configurations
Do not use nearest neighbor image
interpolation for e.g. TImage and many other
graphics functions
not scaled
VCL controls in corners of form are cropped

VCL, VCL\Styles/Themes

RSP-14081

VCL, VCL\Styles/Themes

RSP-14521

VCL, VCL\Styles/Themes

RSP-10128

when form is maximized and VCL styles is
used
StyleServices.GetElementSize() does not
return a value for radiobuttons
VCL forms get reduced when Vcl styles are
applied
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